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1. 0

INTRODUCTION

This study was commissioned by the Depar,t ment of Urban
and Regional Affairs in January 1980 in recognition of
the important heritage of Port Pirie. The aim of the
study was to identify the specific characteristics
which reflect the important heritage of the City and to
devise practical measures for managing future change and
development which would retain the historical character
and significance of the City.
This study follows after the extensive and valuable
historical work undertaken by Nancy Robinson and Robert
Donley, and comes after the Central Area study undertaken
by Neill F. Wallman. In light of the presence of these
papers, this report has largely been directed towards the
identification of buildings and areas, and conservation
policies related to these. In general, the conservation
policies do not conflict with the current planning policies,
but rather are supportive, and in some cases provide
opportunities and guidelines which can be utilised by the
Corporation, the private sector and individuals.
The first section of the report is largely concerned with
data collection and analysis of the study area . This
includes a brief description of the socio economic makeup
of Port Pirie, an outline of its history and descriptions
of the town setting and town character. The second section
of the report deals with the formulation of conservation
objectives and policies leading onto the identification
of specific opportunities and guidelines.
The favourable location of the harbour on the Spencer Gulf
and the motivation of early settlers contributed in a major
way to the development of the Port which attracted
significant trade from Inland Australia. Port Pirie is
only second to Port Adelaide in its trade contribution to
the State.
International Shipping and Mercantile activities have
added their flavour to the character of the City over time.
The stately civic buildings, numerous hotels and extensive
wharf areas provide Port Pirie with a very distinctive
character, greatly influenced by the continuing functional
role of industry and shipping.
The heritage of Port Pirie underlines the long established ,
international trading base of the City and provides a major
opportunity for the continued development and growth of
Port Pirie as a major industrial centre in South Australia.
It is appropriate that Port Pirie be recognised by the
State as a significant heritage area, as has already been
done by the Australian Heritage Commission in 1979 in
including the central area of Port Pirie on the Register
of the National Estate.
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1.1

Study Area

The study brief provided flexibility in the determination
of the study area for this report, and in general the
urban area of the City of Port Pirie has been examined.
Based on an assessment of the history and early settlement
of the area as well as recognition of present day
pressures it became clear during the study,that most
of the heritage of Port Pirie was contained within the
business area. In light of this, the report has tended
to focus on the central area but does include other
areas within the Council area where appropriate.
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2.0

SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE

2.1

Location

Port Pirie is located on the eastern coastal lowlands of
the Spencer Gulf. The city is situated on flat open
country with the lower Flinders Ranges providing a backdrop to the horizon some 15 km to the east. Port Pirie
is about 225 km north of Adelaide with Port Augusta a
further 100 km to the north . Whyalla, the largest of the
three "Iron Triangle" cities is located directly on the
opposite side of the Gulf.
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2.2

Population

In 1976 the combined population of the city and surrounding
district of Port Pirie was 15,004 people. The Area of the
City of Port Pirie is almost fully developed containing
12,342 people, with peripheral urban development extending
into the District Council area.
It is interesting to note that between 1971 and 1976 population of the urban area increased by 13%, with · a 7%
loss of population in the City Area (13,227 people in 1971,
12,342 in 1976).
In the City area, of the 1976 population of 12,342, some
4,352 were aged under 20 years (35%) and 1,330 were aged
over 65 years (10.7%). These percentages are almost the
same as those for Metropolitan Adelaide, and suggest an
equitable balance in the age distribution of the Port
Pirie population, unlike many other country regions which
generally reflect an aging population.
2.3

Employment

In 1976 the workforce of Port Pirie was in the order of 5,976.
Of this workforce the majority were employed as tradesmen
.
'
product1on
workers, labourers, etc., reflecting the industrial
base of the region. The distribution of occupations within
the workforce in 1976 are shown in the following table.

MAJOR GROUP

MALES

FEMALES

PERSONS

Other Technical, Professional

4.3

1. 6

Clerical Total

5.5

21.0

3.5
10.0

Road Transport
Other Transport, Communication

3.3

0. 1

2.4

1.3

2.6

22.7

o. 1

1.7
16.2

Metal, Electrical Trades
Wood, Technical, Building
Other Production, Process
Labourers
Domestic Service Workers
Other Groups
TOTAL EMPLOYED POPULATION

4.0

5.6
2.8

o. 1

2.5

15.6

1. 6

11.5

1. 6

9. 1

3.7

37.3

63.9

30.2

100.0

100.0

100.0
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2.4

Economy

Port Pirie's economy is based on the Broken Hill Associated
Smelters which employs some 1,800 people. The wholesale
and retail trade is the second most important industry with
some 883 people employed in the industry. In contrast,
while Port Augusta's population is slightly higher, Port
Pirie commands a greater share of the wholesale and retail
t r ade .
The major industrial employment together with retail and
ser vice industries will continue to provide the principal
economic base for the region. With the possible advent
of a petrochemical plant at Redcliff, employment prospects
will increase, particularly in the service industries
which would support the incoming construction workforce.
2.5

Social Facilities

In 1975 there were eight schools in Port Pirie with some
204 teachers to meet the needs of a total student population
of 3,836. Port Pirie has a substantial hospital along
with nursing homes and other health care facilities.
There is also a wide range of recreation facilities which
include the Y.M.C.A., bowling clubs ovals and racecourse.
Plans are underway to provide a new administration centre
and a cultural centre which will significantly contribute
to the quality of life in Port Pirie.

2.6

Tourism

The regional distribution of visits within South Australia .
during 1973/74 is shown in the table below . This table
i s based on data contained in the "Survey of Australian
Travel 1973/74" and indicates that the mid north region
is lowly rated by visitors.
It does, however, suggest that there is potential for
improvement and exploitation of the tourist potential.
Port Pirie is on route to the Flinders Rangers and the
West Coast and has the potential to attract visitors with
more distant destinations. In order to capitalise on this
potential, a carefully prepared marketing and promotional
strategy could be developed, based on the heritage and
Industrial features of Port Pirie .
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3.0

HISTORIC OUTLINE

3.1

History

The harbour now known as Port Pirie was first named Samuel's
Creek. It was discovered in 1840 by Samuel Germein who was
returning from a journey to Spencer Gulf. The creek was not
used as a port until 1845, when the schooner 'John Pirie'
unloaded some cargo from Crystal Brook. To commemorate the
visit of the schooner, Governor Robe changed the name of the
locality to Port Pirie after the ship's namesake, Sir John
Pirie, one of the original directors of the South Australian
Company.
For the next twenty five years, Port Pirie was used as a
minor wool port by surrounding pastoralists who wished to
avoid the expense of carting wool by road. The largest
of the sheep runs that used the port was the Crystal Brook
station, run by William Younghusband and Peter Ferguson.
Prior to 1870, the facilities at the port were only rudimentary
and the amount of wool handled, relatively small, but after
1870, the volume of traffic passing through the port greatly
expanded.
The expansion of the wool shipping trade occurred with the
passing of the Strangways Act in 1870, which allowed the
opening up of the Northern Areas for agricultural settlement.
This led to a rush for land by new arrivals and the sons of
older settlers in the district . By 1871, grain began to
arrive at the port, and two new j etties were built for the
first wheat buyers, James Galloway and Oliver Horner.
While a number of new residents arrived at Port Pirie in
1871,, and government s urveyors laid out a town plan following
the creek ' s contour, few people in Adelaide were aware that a private township had been surveyed and offered for sale
twenty three years previously.
This early "private township", known also as "Old Port
Pirie" was offered for sale by two Adelaide businessme!),'
Mathew Smith and Emmanuel Solomon. Smith and Solomon bought
the land from the owners of the Crystal Brook run, and it was
advertised as a valuable inland port in a position to tap the
mineral, pastoral and agricultural riches of the surrounding
land.
"Old Port Pirie" was not successful - between 1848 and 1871
the only improvements consisted of Bowman's wool store,
a jetty and an adjacent small house. In 1873 the land was
resurveyed into allotments and renamed Solomontown to avoid
confusion with the government township which was laid out
half a mile downstream on the unusual pattern of curved
streets running parallel.to the river.
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The government Port Pirie, unlike its predecessor, the
private Port Pirie, experienced greater success. The
opening up of the South Australian wheatlands inspired
optimism amongst merchants and speculators, and the expansion
of the wheat trade gave a boost to the new town. While
shipping facilitie\s were improved however, residents became
increasingly aware of the need to further the development of
the town. Apart from the need to make the port safer for
shipping, and to establish a railway, Port Pirie needed a
better supply of water and food. To achieve these ends, the
residents formed a Progress Committee, and corresponded with
the "Register" and the "Advertiser".
Thus began the struggle of the residents of Port Pirie to
push the needs of the port. Transport occupied a prominent
position on their agenda as the roads leading to Port Pirie
were impassable . In 1873, farmers in the area petitioned
for a railway to the Northern Area, arguing that the volume
of wheat shipping out of the port justified Port Pirie being
the terminus of the line. Despite the alternative view that
Mt. Ferguson should be the terminus, the Port Pirie residents
won their case, and authorisation was given by Parliament
for the construction of a railway line from Port Pirie to
Gladstone .
Private enterprise in Port Pirie had been given the go
ahead by the passing of the Railway Bill . Within two months,
new jetties were built, wheat stores erected, and the Bank of
South Australia, the first stone building, was established .
In 1874 the first flour mill was opened and a great deal of
town land sold at inflated prices. The land now known as
Port Pirie West was bought at public auction, surveyed and
sold in lots.
Further development occurred at Port Pirie as business
confidence improved. By 1875, even before a new railway
line to Crystal Brook was completed, Port Pirie exported
twice the amount of grain sent from Port Wakefield, As a
result of Port Pirie's growing reputation, some. local
shipping agents considered opening up direct trade with
overseas ports, but Port Adelaide's role as the major import
centre of South Australia was not rivalled. Exports of ·
grain however, topped those of Port Adelaide.
Port Pirie's development continued as wheat growing in
the Northern Areas expanded . Settlers moved further out,
ignoring Goyder ' s Line of rainfall. Port Pirie benefited
from this expansion because it was the centre of a network
of railways servicing the new areas. A new line to
Jamestown was begun in 1877 and completed in 1878. Later
Port Pirie was connected to Adelaide via Terowie.
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With the acknowledgement of the value of wheat production
and Port Pirie's part in exporting that wheat came the
recognition of the need to upgrade the harbour facilities
at the port. Dredging was an important part of this
upgrading process but the finance for it was slow in coming.
However, by 1885 vessels of over 1,000 tons could berth
at Port Pirie and correspondingly, wharves were built to
replace the smaller jetties.
While Port Pirie was acknowledged to be the major wheat
outlet for the northern agricultural area, it had also to
contend with rivals for that prominence. Wallaroo, which
possessed a deep water harbour, was a rival for the southern
region trade, while Port Germein was a major contender in
the struggle to capture the northern trade.
A greater threat to Port Pirie's survival was the
possibility of the failure of the yearly harvest. In
contrast, Port Adelaide, Port Augusta and Wallaroo could
rely on wool and mineral exports when harvests were bad.
Fortunately for Port Pirie, the wheat trade expanded
despite periodic recessions, and the town flourished as
a result. In 1881 there were 1,700 inhabitants, an increase
of over ' 1,500 since 1873. Most of these people were members
of young families or single young men.
One problem associated with this influx of new settlers was
that of housing. Residents wanted houses that they could
erect cheaply and quickly, so wooden building materials were
a popular choice. This carried particular risks, such as
those of fire, and lack of stability and permanence, but few
of the early workers could afford to build in stone. Most
houses were small weatherboard constructions, built by their
owners and sometimes of substandard quality.
Dissatisfaction with the quality of housing and the general
condition of the town led to the decision to form a local
government, and in 1876 the Corporation of Port Pirie was
proclaimed. Henry Warren was elected Mayor. As the
prosperity of the town increased, so did Council revenue,
and improvements were made to the town's facilities, In
1881, the Port Pirie Corporation annexed Solomontown, Pqrt
Pirie West, Howetown and Ellentown, all of which had been
excluded from the original Corporation.
Apart from the residents' concern for town facilities such
as roads and sewerage disposal, there was also much enthus iasm
for the Institute, founded, as elsewhere in South Australia
in the belief that it would provide people with the means to
educate themselves. This interest in education extended also
to the public school, and was reflected in the fact that
at a stage when education was not compulsory, 86 per cent
of the children · in the 5-13 age group were receiving formal
education. Literary and debating Societies appeared briefly
in Port Pirie, but did not last as long as social societies
and sporting groups. The major church denominations present
were the Anglicans and Wesleyans, and to a lesser extent,
Roman Catholics and the Presbyterians .
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A recurring problem for the Port Pirie residents was the
threat of floods, and to overcome this a system of embankments
was raised to stem tidal floods. In 1874, water was piped
to Port Pirie, and a reservoir was built in 1879. The
introduction of a daily mail service and telegraph line
improved communications. In view of these developments it
was not surprising that businessmen and local farmers
should wish for a local representative in Parliament. After
1881, when Port Pirie was made part of the electorate of
Gladstone, it was clear that the voting power of the town
was going to be important. Alfred Catt of Gladstone and John
Howe, of Port Pirie was elected in 1881, and fought hard for
the next fifteen years in the interests of the Northern Areas.
In the meantime, the beginnings of the organisation of labour
took place in Port Pirie. In 1876 the wharf labourers formed
the Port Pirie Working Men's Union, but the influence of
local businessmen in the union prevented it from being an
effective force. A National Reform League was proposed
in 1882, but did not meet with much success, and in 1884 the
old Working Men's Association was revived.
Another major development at Port Pirie in this decade was
the growing realisation that, in view of the bad harvests
of the 1880's, Port Pirie needed a more diversified economy.
The fishing industry was one alternative, but a more lasting
solution came in the form of minerals in the Barrier Ranges,
250 miles away in New South Wales. The Spencer Gulf Ports
had hoped to benefit from their proximity to this part of
New South Wales many years earlier, when it became apparent
that they could deal with the wool and livestock from the
pastoral runs in the West Darling region. The discovery
of silver in the Barrier Ranges in 1884 renewed hopes that
port towns could share in trade with the West Darling Region.
A vital prerequisite for trade with this region was a
railway from Port Pirie to the Barrier Ranges and after a
considerable struggle by the Port Pirie lobbyists, the
port gained a direct connection with the Barrier Ranges.
The line was begun in 1885 and two years later it reached
Cockburn, on the border. When the Silverton mines were
exhausted, the line was easily extended to the giant new.
mineral deposits at Broken Hill. A major import was oregon
timber from the United States, which was used to shore
the deep mines at Broken Hill. Bullion too, was a source
of revenue for Port Pirie. Prior to 1889, this was sent
from the Broken Hill smelters to Port Adelaide, but
B.H.P. decided it could be more cheaply shipped from Port
Pirie, to the concern of Port Adelaide traders. Added to
this trade were shipments of copper matte and lead, boosting
Port Pirie's exports further.
The Adelaide merchants agitated continuously to divert a
greater share of this trade in their direction. Port Pirie
residents however, countered these claims by increasing
their opposition to 'centralisation' and the machinations
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EARLY PHOTOS. OF ELLEN STREET, PORT PIRIE.
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of the Adelaide Chamber of Commerce. They succeeded for the
time being, in preventing the laying of a broad gauge railway
line from Broken Hill to Adelaide via Morgan and agitated
against the introduction of differential tariff rates. Once
the Port Pirie residents had overcome this threat to their
position, their investments in Smelting and Refining Works
at the port seemed secure.
The major advantage to Port Pirie from its connection with
Broken Hill was the establishment of large scale industries.
Although not owned by the residents, these industries attracted
a large working population and provided regular employment.
Their importance was reflected in population figures, which
increased from 4,000 in 1891 to 8 ,000 in 1901. By this time,
Port Pirie was the largest town outside Metropolitan Adelaide.
The increase in population continued to impose great demands
on town services, particularly water, and on the supply of
housing. Street and house lighting too, needed improvement,
and there was an increasing demand for a local hospital.
A hospital was eventually built in 1890 , and became the
main hospital for the Northern Areas.
Another sign of the town's stability was the decision to
establish a local stock exchange, which received information
from the city exchange each morning. A co-operative store
for employees of the Smelters was opened, and while it did
not receive much favour from local storekeepers it provided
cheap goods for the workers.
During this period, the town Corporation continued to
act as the organ of the port's business leaders. However
in 1893, this monopoly was contested when the 'Democratic'
Editor of th~ local paper opposed a business representative
in the Mayoral elections. While the 'Democratic' candidate
did not succeed, two other 'democrats' gained a position on
the Council .
In 1889, Port Pirie was declared a manufacturing area, un9er
the Manufacturing Districts Act. This meant that certain
Health Laws that applied to public nuisances could be set
aside, a consequence of which was the presence of suphurous
fumes in the air.
Once Port Pirie had established itself commercially, its
residents could afford to concentrate on issues immediate
to the town. One topic of great interest was inter-colonial
free trade, of which the residents were in favour, since
it inabled Port Pirie to benefit from the Broken Hill trade.
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An early photo of Ellen Street highlighting the dominance
of the Barrier Hotel before it was lost. (taken in the 1920's)

,.

B. H. P. Co.'s Smelting Works, Port Pirie.

An early photo of the industrial area of Port Pirie
(taken in the 1920's).
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Another item of importance was the development of a vigorous
trade union movement and the reactions this caused. The
Working Men's Association was revived in 1886, and operated
independently of the merchants in Port Pirie. This union
became a permanent element in the town. In one short burst
of industrial action, all of the basic labouring groups,
smelter labourers, waterfront workers and railway porters
all agitated and won concessions from their employees. In
1890, the wharf labourers were drawn into the National Dock
strike, but earlier, local agitation, and not this strike
marked the beginning of working class political action in
Port Pirie. In 1891 the unions in Port Pirie met to form
a Trades and Labour Council, which became the co-ordinating
body for action taken by any of its members. From this time
on, support for the policies of labour grew in Port Pirie
until the town became a Labour stronghold.
By 1896, the basic structure of the town of Port Pirie had
taken shape. The wheat and Barrier trades had been established,
and B.H.P. 's decision to transfer their smelting operations
to the seaboard ensured the ports industrial future. Also
by this date, the working class revealed the dominance its
policies would have over political developments in the
town. The most significant change in the history of the
town was its transformation from wheat port to industrial
cent re. The politicisation of the industial labour force
can probably be attributed to the fact that the establishment
of the smelters allowed the organisation of large numbers
of workers within a single industry. These workers, unlike
the fragmented groups of workers in the wheat trade period,
learned new skills of organisation and more effective ways
of gaining concessions.
One question which arises from any study of Port Pirie's
history is why the town failed to become a city of comparable
size and importance to the capital. Part of the reason for
this is that financial and commercial interests in Adelaide
acted to maintain the status quo. In addition, government
administration in Adelaide was heavily centralised
necessitating deputations by town residents to the appropriate
officers or ministers in Adelaide. Added to this was the
fact that the Port Pirie hinterland was approaching full ·
development, and the Broken Hill mines had peaked in their
output and were no longer expanding . Little growth then,
in Port Pirie's export trade could be expected. Port Pirie
also was not on the path of passengers to and from Broken
Hill. Finally, no more basic industries were established
at Port Pirie after smelting and refining, and when B.H.P.
decided to go into steel, they forfeited their interest in
Port Pirie and developed Whyalla. Despite the hopes and
efforts of Port Pirie residents to step away from the control
and influence of Adelaide, they eventually were forced to
succumb to the general pattern of centralisation.
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The old J. Dunn & Co., mill, lost in the pass
of time

The fire station, still leads a productive role
with little external alteration
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4.0

TOWN FORM

4. 1

Town Setting

The location of Port Pirie on low lying land on the edge of
the Gulf has generally determined the setting and structure
of the urban area. Because of the importance of the port
facilities, urban development closely followed the inlet.
Development was limited to the north because of low lying
saline land and as a result the direction of growth has mainly
been to the south and west .
The flatness of the region and lack of vegetation has caused
the city to be prominent with little sense of containment.
The urban area appears to taper off into the rural hinterland
with a range of residential and industrial uses . Derelict
industrial sites appear around the urban periphery.

PORT
PIRIE

Because of the extensive lowlands and openness, Port Pirie can
be observed from a great distance. The high rising chimney
stack and battery of silos provide an outstanding reference
point on the regional landscape. An observation which many
traveller.s would welcome in the vast lowly populated area of
the north .
The lower Flinders Ranges,located some 30 kms to the east of
Port Pirie, provided pleasing topographic relief to a region
which is generally flat. These mountains also provide a
pleasing backdrop from within Port Pirie.
4.2

Town Structure

The City of Port Pirie is positioned adjacent to the
Gulf waters and the Port Pirie Creek Inlet, the main
commercial and industrial area extends along the Inlet,
closely integrated with the wharfs and silos forming part
of the busy maritime activities.
A mixture of industrial uses extends along the main entry
road from the inner urban area to the semi rural fringe . .
The consequence is a generally unsightly approach to the
City .
A green belt of open space surrounds the inner commercial and
industrial core. Beyond the open space extends the residential
area which appears as three distinctive sectors . The first,
Port Pirie West, is a visually distinctive area of small old ·
cottages constructed of timber and iron and devoid of significant
vegetation cover. This area was constructed in the early
1900's to provide accommodation for the smelter workers.

•
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The second residential area is that of Risdon Park i n the
southern sector of Port Pirie. This area is very well
established, with mature and dense vegetation lining most
streets and complementing the houses which range from
early bluestone villas, to more recent solid homes. The
third area is that of Solomontown and Port Pirie South.
This area is less cohesive and poorly defined but is
similar in house types to Port Pirie West. Solomontown
was one of the earliest settled areas of the township,
however little is left of the original settlement and
buildings.

INPLJSlRIAL

TOWN STRUCTURE
MAP 5
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5.0

TOWNSCAPE

The townscape of an urban area refers to the collection
of elements which compose the visual character. These
elements include buildings, land uses and activities, open
space and vegetation, views and landmarks as well as
street furniture, advertising and signs, building materials,
stone walling and other visual character istics .
The character of
other historical
early towns were
mature and often

Port Pirie is quite different to most
towns of South Australi a. Most of the
set in valleys and enhanced by the now
dense vegetation.

The heritage of Port Pirie is related to the significance of
the Port and industrial base. While not picturesque in
conventional terms, the significance and domination of
indus try provides an interesting and genuine theme for the
City. The historical significance and visual quality of
buildings, streets and activities justifies the recognition
of Port Pirie as an area of important heritage to South
Australia..
This section of the report aims to identify and describe
the important elements of the townscape of Port Pirie .
Once recognised and appreciated, these elements can then
be protected and enhanced through the appl ication of
sensitive planning guidelines.
5.1

Architectural Character

The most noteworthy aspect of the townscape of Port Pirie
is the quality and consistency of commercial and civic
buildings.
Ellen Street is particularly interesting and tends to
dominate the urban area. Its broad curved avenue form,
with medium divider of vegetation and national flags
contribute to the dominance and significance of the street .
The relationship of the historic civic buildings on the
east side of Ellen Street with a backdrop of wharves, water
and mountain ranges is visually dominant and display a
maritime character. Many of these buildings are classified
by the National Trust, others are worthy of recognition .

I
I
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The visual interest of
Ellen Street is created
by the curved nature of
the road , with
dominating Civic
building on the inner
side and two storey
retail buildings on
the outer side.

Customs House
The style, colour and
position of this
historic building
displays a distinctive
ma r i time character.

The Ozone Theatre
This building, now
demolished was rare in
the South Australian
context. The ornate
facades and dominating
presence is a great
loss to the character
of Port Pirie.
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A substantial victorian stone villa, one of a group
located on the corner of Goode and Palmer Streets
in the Risdon Park Area.

I

An example of the small cottages constructed of sheet
iron and weatherboard, located in Port Pirie West.
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Along the west side, on the outer curve, the retail
buildings display a distinctive and consistent character.
Largely two storeys, many with verandahs and interesting
detail, particularly in respect to shop fronts, iron
lacework balconys and facades.

The retail side of Ellen Street. Note the consistency of
built form and use of verandahs. Both verandahs and ornate
facades should be retained and revitalised to highlight the
distinctive character of these buildings.

Many of the original buildings of Ellen Street have been
lost due to flooding and the unstable soil. However many
buildings constructed near the turn of the century remain.
These are ornate Victorian style and certainly worthy of
protection.
5.2

Vegetation and Open Space

A broad belt of open space and parklands surrounds the
commercial precinct of the City and separates it from the
residential areas.
The town park located in this belt covers an extensive area,
and is well maintained and vegetated though there is scope
for the inclusion of additional recreation facilities.
Urban vegetation in Port Pirie is not a striking feature.
The flatness of the terrain, poor soil and high salinity
have restricted the growth of vegetation, particularly in
the north west sector of the city.
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The area of Risdon Park in the south has a stronger, more
dominant vegetation cover. Some of the streets within
this area are densely vegetated. The main form of
vegetation is Eucalyptus species together with more
traditional Norfolk pines and palms.
5.3

Views and Landmarks

Port Pirie stands out from the surrounding landscape and
is visible from a great distance. The very high, slender
chimney combined with the height and enormous bulk of the
silos makes Port Pirie easily identifiable within the
regional landscape.

The tall chimney of the Smelter stands high over the urban
area and provides a reference point for orientation throughout
the urban area.
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The view from the observatory above the museum
highlights the flatness of the region and the
general lack of vegetation.

The distant views of the Flinders Ranges seen
from Ellen Street looking along Alexander Street.
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Because the city is located on a peninsula, it is accessed
from only one direction. The view from the entry is very much
an industrial outlook. Closer to the city the perimeter zone
is largely a collection of industrial, storage and transportation
uses. Within the residential area the profusion of domestic
TV aerials is striking. Unfortunately the lack of topographic
variation and limited tall vegetation heightens the impact of
the aerials.

5.4

Advertising

Incompatible advertising can seriously impair the
character of urban areas, while sensitive signage and
advertising can significantly enhance the appearance of
an area. An examination of the buildings in the
commercial area of Port Pirie reveals a large number of
early signs which can provide a guide to designers of
modern advertising on older buildings and more recently
constructed buildings. There are also examples of
contemporary advertising which have been well executed,
carefully located and with a creative flair. Numerous
other examples display a lack of regard for the style of
building and urban character.

signage, facade
verandah treatment
his group of
dings does not
ribute to the
ity or character
llen Street.
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The excellent victorian facade and lettering, spoilt
only by the inappropriate and disintergrating lettering
on the verandah facia as the photo below indicates .
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PORT PIRIE'S LEADING DEPARTMENTAL STORE

Grocers,

lronmong·e rs,

Glassware,

Fancy

The combination of bold lettering, ornate pediment and
consistent verandahs provided a pleasant and interesting
facade to these shops. The style of lettering in the
advertisement highlights the clear and bold approach .

5.5

Public Furniture

The consistent and sensitive location and design of
public furniture can do much to enhance the quality of
public area . Furniture includes seats, litter bins,
directional signs, picnic facilities, toilets, etc.
The park benches, currently stored in the Nationa Trust
Museum demonstrates the good quality and desi gn of some
of the earlier examples of public furniture.
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The lack of good design may lead to a detraction of the
overall urban character. The public furniture provided
in the commercial area is not of high standard and lacks
consistency. There is scope for improvement, particularly
in well designed benches and litter bins.

The park benches located in the National Trust Museum substantially constructed and well designed.

5.6

Townscape Details

There are many fine examples of early architectural
detailing which remain in Port Pirie and are worthy of
protection. These include verandah posts, iron lacework,
stone walling and ornate building pediments.

The pediment of the
library, while
constructed as late
as 1932,
blends in
with the much earlier
buildings within the
Civic Precinct.
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Details of the variety of ornate style
of the now former Ozone Theatre.

The unusual detail of the verandah
of the former railway station.
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The Family Hotel, a major contributor to the character of
Ellen Street.

Ve randah posts should be retained, however it may be
nece s sary to place barriers in the gutters to prevent
damage to parked cars. Until a few years ago removal
of posts was encouraged, this has made the proposal t o
retain them more difficult to accept.
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6.0

OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES

The description and analysis of the environmental character
outlined in sections 3 , 4 and 5 of this report provides an
indication of the important qualities worthy of protection
in Port Pirie. The extent -to whi ch the character of Port
Pirie is conserved largely rests with t he local community,
the owners of individual buildings and the City Council.
However there is mixed community feeling towards conservation
with some a r guing that it would overly constrain the progress
of development of the commercial sector , which has already
suffered considerable setback with the establishment of new
retail centres . Others within Port Pirie urge the conservation
of the city ' s heritage .
In light of these competing attitudes it may be useful to discuss
several aspects which are relevant to both conservation of
historical urban areas and their future viability .
The need to retain important aspects of the history and
development of Australia , and more importan tly, South Australia,
is now generally recognised. This attitude is reflected in both
commonwealth and state legislation as well as by community
actions. Port Pirie has played a vital role in the development
of South Australia, particularly in industry and commerce, and
the continued recognition of this role would be assisted through
the protection of the more important historic buildings and
ea~ly character of the City, associated with industry and
commerce.
The conservation of historical buildings and areas while
protecting the heritage of the city can also serve to improve
the visual diversity and quality of life within the urban area .
This aspect should be of major consideration in Port Pirie
since the industrial character of the City, combined with the
difficulty in establishing vegetation, presents major constraints
in providing a desirable living environment. If Port Pirie
is to continue to expand and flourish, the environmental
quality, along with generation of employment and provision of
social facilities are vital factors in the retention and growth
of population .
In this respect, the conservation of old buildings and
enhancement of the urban character will do much to make
Port Pirie as a pleasant place to live .
On a regional scale, Port Pirie forms part of the "iron
triangle", the other cities of Port Augusta and Whyalla
complement Port Pirie ' s role in the region , yet there is
a degree of competition between cities . Competition in
attrac t ing industry and employment and in attracting people .
Port Pirie has much to build on, in providing the desirable
conditions for further development and growth. It has available
land, good social facilities and a character which can be
exploited and taken full advantage of .
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On a smaller scale, within Port Pirie , there is a need to
examine the location and intensity of retail and commercial
activities. Concern has already been expressed regarding the
decentralisation of retail facilities in Port Pirie . The new
s hopping mall has to a degree presented a threat to the
traditional role of Ellen Street in terms of providing a
comparable service to the community.
Limited superficial attempts by traditional s treet retailers
to compete with shopping malls are difficult . The knocking
down of traditional shop fronts, arranging new displays or
redecoration will have little influence on the buying patterns.
Buying patterns are more like ly to be influenced by the overall
image and quality of the business area as well as amenity,
character and style and functional aspects such as ease of
parking, accessibility to shops and comfort and protection
from weather .
Traditional and attractive shopping streets such as Ellen
Street have opportunities which cannot be easily reproduced.
Ellen Street has long been established as the shopping area,
the attractive and ornate style of early buildings, the high
quality character of the street, the small scale of development
along the street are all readily identifiable by the community.
These factors suggest that the retailers of Ellen Street should
develop a cohesive marketing strategy aimed at revitalising the
retail area by the sensitive upgrading and conservation of the
buildings and streetscape along with other essential marketing
tactics such as pricing, promotion, and community functions.
These efforts should also be matched by the provision of well
landscaped and carefully located carparks, and thought given
to pedestrian movement and amenity .
Council should take steps to implement building and enhancement
guidelines and to seek the cooperation of building owners as a
group. In turn there is a responsibility encumbent on each
building owner to undertake actions to improve and maintain a
high building standard.
The upgrading of the street, with attention to traffic and
parking as well as street landscaping and street furniture
would assist in providing a visually pleasing environment as
well as minimising inconvenience and disturbance caused by
traffic.
The protection and restoration of verandahs provide protection
from weather, visual enhancement as well as a functional
retail arcade .
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From the discussions that have taken place and from general
observations, conservation has not been a major priority in
Port Pirie. Interested groups such as the local branch of
the National Trust have certainly made a major contribution,
however, the heritage of Port Pirie could be made to play a
major role in the future life of the City.
A strict preservationist approach to the heritage of Port
Pirie is not suggested and it is generally recognised that
there is a wide !attitude available in deciding on an
acceptable conservation approach. The approach should be
influenced by the feeling of the community, the nature of the
heritage items and the economy and future development of the
area. It is suggested that a flexible approach should be
adopted, aimed at taking advantage of the particular
qualities and opportunities of specific sites. In some
cases it may well be necessary to preserve and restore
buildings, however, in more frequent situations, it is
likely that building could be renovated and revitalised
to play a productive role in the social and economic life
of Port Pirie. Of equal importance, new development adjacent
to historic development should be compatible in design and
form . This does not imply that new development should
.
imitate or be a reproduction of historic buildings but rather
that new development should be sympathetic to the old to
allow new and old to blend harmoniously and not visually
jarr. If carefully executed, urban areas will be enhanced
by the combination of new and old, with added visual
interest.
Objectives and policies which reflect this approach are set
out under the following headings:
Town Setting
Town Character
Urban Conservation
New Development
Land Use
Economic Activity
Community Awareness
6.1

Town Setting

Objective:

"To establish a defined urban edge to Port Pirie
to provide physical containment to the City and
an urban rural contrast. "

The flat, open country surrounding Port Pirie presents major
diffi culties in attempting to provide a regional landscape
setting for Port Pirie.
The lack of landform and vegetation underlines the need for
sensitive land use and aesthetic control s in an endeavour to
create a sharp visually distinct edge between rural and urban.
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Policies
1.

Unsightly land use activities such as industrial
storage, derelict machinery areas, wrecking yards,
should not be located along the entry road to Port
Pirie. Where land is zoned for industrial purposes
perimeter landscaping and planting should be
undertaken to soften the impact of industrial
development on the regional landscape.

2.

Landscaping, land management and removal of existing
industrial litter should become an active policy of
both the City Council and Distric Council with the
onus on property owners to clean-up their properties.

3.

Expansion of the urban area should be undertaken on
a co-ordinated, preplanned basis away from the main
city entry and with emphasis on tree planting and
low building design.

4.

Where existing industrial establishments are located
along the entry road these areas should be maintained
· at a high standard including painting and landscaping
to improve the quality of the City entry and to
create visual interest.
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6.2

Town Character

Objective:

"To protect and enhance the visual, built form
and landscape qualities that contribute to the
town character of Port Pirie."

The character of Port Pirie is composed of several important
elements which primarily relate to the commercial and
industrial activities of the city. The industrial activity
is as much an integral part of the city today as it was in
earlier times and provides a very distinctive and functional
character to the city.
The often harsh industrial character is softened and tempered
by more picturesque qualities of the city, these include the
maritime flavour of the civic buildings, the Victorian
character of the commercial area, interesting foreshore areas
and mature attractive residential areas.
Policies
1.

Encourage future industrial, storage and transportation
aevelopment to be functiona'. and legi ::.imate in
design. While there should not be a need to disguise
industrial activities they should be well maintained
and landscaped.

2.

Maintain and reinforce the sound town structure of
Port Pirie .

The dominant character of the civic buildings.
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3.

KLMN(

Encourage the protection and revitalisation
of historic, built and environmental elements
that contribute to the overall character of Port
Pirie.

4.

ABCDE1

Retain and reinforce the strong pivotal presence
of the civic precinct along Ellen Street.

5.

Retain and revitalise the commercial buildings
of the business area. In particular the ornate
facades, sloping verandahs and traditional shopfronts.

6.

Signage and advertising in Port Pirie should be
consistently located and designed. Lettering
need not imitate early styles but should be clear
and simple. Garish signs which dominate the
streetscape and override adjacent signs should
not be permitted.

7.

The use of consistent and well designed street
and public furniture by the City Counci l ..

6.3

Urban Conservation

'ABCDE
77~ ~./

f"l0!11Wr l .

LMNOP
~)1Cf

ABCD
IJKLl\
ABCDEf
MNOPQ

Cllfrl/~~.

~vrv

ABCDI
JKLMt

~tv'ti?C<'f .

Some examples of
suitable lettering
styles.

Objective:

"To protect and conserve historic buildings,
structures and sites which form a significant
part of the heritage of Port Pi rie and South
Australia."

Port Pirie has played a major role in the development of
South Australia. Many remnants of the past still remain
along with other evidence such as buildings, structures,
industrial innovations and artifacts. The protection of
these items provides a constant reminder of the importance
of the past role of Port Pirie.
Some fine buildings have been classified by the National
Trust of South Australia .
In addition, this report id en tifies a number of buildings that
are worthy of recognition and protection.
Policies
1.

The significance of the buildings identified in this
report should be recognised. The City Council
should, in conjunction with t he owners, propose
these buildings for inclusion on the Register of
State Heritage Items.
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idelines on the location of
vertising and signboards on
nmercial buildings.
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The unusual pediment of the butcher shop in Ellen Street.
The beast's heads protrude from the wall.

These interesting bay windows could be restored and
upgraded to provide an elegant street frontage.
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A feature of Port Pirie are the pediments which rise
above the verandahs to form an interesting skyline.
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These interesting shopfronts and
balconies could be restored and
upgraded to reinforce the character
of Ellen Street.
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Two of the finest buildings in Port Pirie
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2.

The Council should carefully guide modifications
and alterations to the buildings in the future,
and prepare guidelines to assist in this task.

6.4

New Development

Objective:

.Consis·teht

scale

"To ensure that new development within histor
areas is compatible and sympathetic with the
established visual, built and landscape
character . "

New development and infill development in Port Pirie need
to be encouraged to meet current needs and to continue th
economic development of the area.
New development should be well designed and s hould
also fit into the existing built character . It should not
visually jarr with the existing built form which has been
establis hed over many years.
Policies and . guidelines for new development should be pre
pared and implemented t o ensure that developers are aware
of t he importance of built form and to resolve conflicts
before designs are committed.
The use of open space and
landscaping.

1.

The scale and massing of new commercial developrn
should be limited to the existing scale and
mass established in the commercial area. Most
retail establishments are relatively small, not
more than 1 0 metres wide and are generally limi b
to two storey.

2.

The built form of new development should be in
keeping with the existing character. Most build:
have a high front facade with hipped or gable
roofing. Buildings should be simple in terms o.f
external appearance. All retail and commercial
buildings should have verandahs which are not on.
functional but also reflect the early styles of
buildings. Verandahs should be simple and slopi1

Consistent

~mm~~~ii~ii~~~~~~~3 .

New infil l development
Examples of new development
guidelines

The use of materials and colours is an important
facet of building in harmony with the establishe'
character of an urban area. The materials used '
additions or modifications to buildings need not
be the same, but should blend. A wide range of
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The Coca Cola building is not sited in sympathy with earn
Brae.

The tiled facia of the Mazda building, and its low profile is
not in keeping with the character of the commercial area.
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A number of recent buildings have added diversity
to the built form of the centre.

This new bank building is imaginative and innovative
but disrupts the verandah line and continuity of buildings .
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It is not necessary to use immitation brick or tiles to enhance
these cottages. Corrugated iron and latticework are pleasant
and functional .

!!.- • • •
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colours are acceptible in the urban context
however, there are several buildings which have
used extremely garish colours which detract from
the character of Port Pirie. Two examples of
these are the radio station and a low cost supermarket both in the main business area.
6.5

Land Use

Objective:

"To ensure that land uses, and their
implications are compatible to the character
and form of Port Pirie."

Land use in itself is not necessarily of great significance
to the character of an historic area . The notion of inte~
grating a range of land uses within an urban area can provide
interesting diversity.
From a conservation viewpoint, it is essential to maintain
a degree of flexibility with land use zoning and regulation.
In historic areas for instance, the opportunity to allow
an historic building to continue in a productive role is
vitally important even though the use of the building may
not strictly be foreseen or permitted.
Many old civic buildings, court houses, churches, have
for example become redundant. There is also a limit on
the number of museums that might be created and it is also
recognised that upkeep and maintenance of old and vacant
buildings is expensive and labour intensive.
Policies
1.

Discretion should be used by Council when
assessing a planning application that proposes
the re-use and revitalisation of early buildings.

6.6

Economic Activity

Objective:

"To protect and stimulate economic activity
to assist in the viable retention of historic
buildings and town character."

The continued viability and growth of Port Pirie will increase
the opportunities for protection and reuse of early buildings.
Economic growth will also justify spending and improvements
to the townscape and town character.
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Policies
1.

Improve the visual and living environment of
Port Pirie to encourage residents to continue
to live at Port Pirie and to attract additional
people from other areas.

2.

Promote tourism opportunities as an additional
means of adding to the local community.

3.

Formulate an economic strategy to ensure an
equitable share in the population growth of the
region given the major industries likely to emerge
in the next few years.

6.7

Community Awareness

Objective:

"Encourage the communities' awareness of the
historic and town character qualities of Port
Pirie, and of the need to conserve these
qualities."

Knowledge of the significant history of Port Pirie will
promote a better understanding of, and attitude toward the
r ema1n1ng early buildings and other hi sto ri c relics in
Port Pi rie. Equally, public awareness of the intent and
content of planning controls, guidelines and opportunities
would do much to avoid conflicts concerning conservation.
Policies
1.

Distribution of information on the heritage of
Port Pirie and the development policies
should be undertaken.

2.

The provision of professional resources should be
undertaken by Council to assist developers and .
building owners in the preparation of appropriate
designs for modifications to historical buildings
ot new buildings in sensitive areas.

3.

Council s hould undertake to investigate the
opportunities for reuse of buildings and precincts
and provide incentives to assist in the initiation
and implementation of these proposals.
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1.0

AREAS OF CONSERVATION INTEREST

The assessment of historical and environmental qualities of
Port Pirie has highlighted specific areas of conservation
interest which require further assessment and which present
development and conservation opportunities . Each of the
conservation areas are briefly described, key elements noted
together with development opportunities and guidelines.
It will be apparent that this study has not provided a full
coverage of areas within Port Pirie. This report is concerned
with conservation matters rather than overall planning and
while many of the policies and guidelines apply generally, this
section is primarily concerned with the areas of high
conservation interest.
The study has identified eight significant areas of conservation
importance. In some cases, the precise boundaries are
somewhat diffused, particularly where strong interrelationships
occur, other areas are clearly defined.

Areas of Conservation Interest

7. 1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8

The Central Business Area
The Civic Precinct
The Wharf Area
The Parkland Area
The Recreation Focus
Old Solornontown Area
Port Pirie West
Risdon Park Area
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7. 1

The Central Business Area

Location
Immediately behind the Civic area and extending from George
Street in the north to Mary Elie Street in the south.
Descriptions and Character
The C~ntral Business Area is centred on three concentric streets
roughly parallel to the for€shore line. The area is the
original commercial area of Port Pirie and still displays
numerous old buildings, rich in Victorian Character.
The curved nature of the retail streets is very unusual in
the South Australian context and provides an interesting and
changing view of the development along the street frontages.
Ellen Street is particularly noteworthy with retail development on the outer edge and dominating Civic building on
the inner side of the street (the civic area has been dealt
with under 7.2). The retail facade displays a general
consistency of built form with most buildings similar in
scale arid height. The Victorian buildings such as the Family
Hotel and the Good News Book Shop, stand out and highlight the
traditional character of the street. Some other more recent
buildings, particularly Banking establishments, have not
accorded with the prevailing setback from the street and
have not provided verandahs. This has tended not only to
cause a breakdown in the built form, but create an exposed
and uncomfortable place in the main pedestrian thorough fare.
The two other concentric streets are Florence Street an
important retail area and Gertrude Street, which overlooks
the parklands.
Florence Street contains retail and commercial buildings mainly
of one storey. As with Ellen Street, there are a number of
fine Victorian buildings which complement the character of the
street. These include the A.W.A. building, Florence Furnishings facade and several churches.
One of the main concerns of Florence Street which is
generally recognised, is the conflict between pedestrians
and vehicles. Florence Street is overly wide, enticing
vehicles to travel two abreast in addition to a parking lane.
The situation is further aggrevated by slow moving vehicles
either waiting for a passenger or looking for a vacant
parking space. This problem underlines the need for additional
parking and pedestian crossings .
Gertrude Street, on the outer perimeter of the commercial area,
contains mainly institutional buildings such as St. Marks
School and Church, the Masonic Hall and the Fire Station.
All of these buildings overlook the extensive parkland area
which partly surrounds the commercial district.
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Areas of Concern
Modern and largely superficial facades have tended to
conceal much of the rich character of early commercial
buildings.
The loss of verandahs, particularly traditional style
verandahs, is detrimental to the integrity of buildings
and the urban environment. Where gaps in the continuity
of verandahs occur, pedestrians are exposed to the weather.
Several recent buildings do not conform to the established
set-back of buildings and cause discontinuity in visual
appearance and pedestrian movement.
Apparent lack of traffic co-ordination and orderly movement, in part aggrevated by the excessively wide carriageways.
Some use of poor and dominating advertising on building
facades which detracts from the overall character of the
commercial area.
Desired Future Character
The commercial area had been and continues to be the focus
of most activities in Port Pirie. This important traditional
commercial role should continue into the future. The characte r of the commercial area is particularly significant
with the layout based on concentric streets and the built
form largely consistent with two storey buildings , mos t with
verandahs, and retaining ornamental pediments. This characte r
should be recognised and respected and new development should
aim to be in sympathy with the long established built form
of the commercial area.
Opportunities
The presence of Suburban Malls and other regional centres
underlines the need for a concious upgrading and revitali~
ation of the traditional retail area. While attracting .
growth this strategy would also present opportunities for
the "restoration and revitalisation" of some of the more
inte resting buildings, as would developing an overall civic
design and townscape theme.
In the preparation of a central area strategy it will be
important to ensure a careful balance and mix of retail
and business activities. Supermarkets, Department Stores,
Specialty Shops, banks etc., all tend to complement and
reinforce the existence of a retail centre. This is clearly
demonstrated in the concept of Shopping Malls where the
"Anchor" Department Shop is supported by a carefully
balanced range of specialty shops or services.
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In addition to the retail strategy, parking and pedestrian
movement are vital aspects. The concept of car parking
areas within city blocks is worthy of further examination
and provides an interesting contrast to the shopping mall
approach where car parking is located on the external
perimeter. This would require intensive landscaping and
development in order to make the carparks acceptable and
attractive. In addition, major upgrading of the rear of
retail establishments would be necessary to assist in the
success of the concept. The sketch be lot-I indicates how Pr
Department Store could be enhanced at the rear with a perg
to provided an effective frontage to the carpark.

Several specific opportunities for the re-use of
are qorthy of note.

building~

Of particular interest are three old cottages located off
Alexander Street. These very old cottages are made of stc
which is badly weathered and fretting near ground level.
While they are currently used to store carpet and other gc
with partial restoration they would have significant econc
potential. The development of outside brick paved plazas
open spaces, and the utilisation of the rear of some shop~
facing Florence Street, there is an opportunity to develo~
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a small scale historic shopping village selling specialty
goods, bric a brae antiques, crafts etc., as well as a coffee
shop. This form of development would provide a pleasant
contrast and compliment the existing on streets shops in
providing an added attraction to the traditional retail
area.

Another opportunity exists with the derelict Methodist Church
and open space surr ounded by a wrought iron fence on the
Corne r of Gertrude a nd Alexande r Streets. While dereli ct ,
the Church dis plays i mportant a r chitectural and aesthetic
qualities which could be protected.
The Methodi st Chu r c h provid es an ideal opportunity for
conve r s ion to a community hall or disco/coffee lounge . Port
Pirie is now of a su fficient population level to justify
such faci lities as discos, coffee s hops and othe r teenage
activities. Such i maginative and exciting features as these,
if well done, a nd i n combination with employment opportuniti es
may help to attract young people to remain i n Port Pirie.
The redevelopment of t he church to provide a community
function is in sympathy with t he original purpose of t he
building , and will in addition help the ongoing maintenance
of t he building.
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Guidelines
The Guidelines for the Commercial area largely relate to
retaining the existing built form .of development and to the
use of signage and advertising.
New development in the Commercial area should be of
one or two storeys and should maintain the existing
scale of development.
Continuity of building set-backs should be maintained
to provide direction and ease of movement for pedestrians as well as enhancing the visual appearance and
consistency of the street.
Verandahs and posts should be retained or reintroduced
in the traditional form to enhance the character of
buildings, provide a sense of space to for pedestrians
and to provide protection from the weather.
Advertising should be located on the panels provided on
building pediments, on verandah facias or hung below
the, verandah. Signs should not interfere with the basic
shape of a building.
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7.2

The Civic Precinct

Location
The Civic Precinct is located on the eastern side of Ellen
Street, between the Commercial area and the wharf.
Description and Character
The Buildings within the precinct are dominant and impressive and display a maritime character in keeping with the
role of Port Pirie. The Customs House, old Railway Station
and Town Hall were all constructed before the turn of the
century and the library, while constructed in 1932, blends
in well with the character of the earlier buildings.
Several important buildings have been lost through time
and in particular through the instability of the ground
and the high water table . The Barrier Hotel, a three tiered
Victorian building was lost some years ago, while the Ozone
Theatre, of early theatrical character, displaying many
exotic styles, was demolished recently.
Because of the instability of the soil and high ground water,
the Town Hall is in a dangerous structural condition and is
also likely to be demolished. These lost buildings are to
be replaced by a new Administration Centre for the Corporation. The location of this centre within the civic precinct
is appropriate and will assist in the continuity of civic
buildings.
Areas of Concern
The garish appearance of the commercial radio station
within this precinct is not compatible.
Lack of vegetation such as Norfolk Island pines and
palms, which are a ·popular and integral feature of
maritime areas.
Desired Future Character
The dominance and importance of this precinct should be
strengthened not only because of local needs, but also as
an important interface between Port Pirie and international
trade activities. Port Pirie is well known internationally
as a port and it is this preci nct which also provides the
first impression of Port Pirie from the sea. It is to some
degree the front door to the City.
Opportunities
Only buildings of a Civic or Institutional nature s hould be
placed in this precinct. Indeed buildings of this type
should be encouraged to locate in this precinct to reinforce
its important ongoing role.
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Guidelines
In proposing new development in this sensitive and
historical precinct ·it will be essential to ensure that
future proposals blend in and complement the impressive
civic buildings which dominate the area.
Any new development proposed for this area should be
of a civic or community function.
The interspersed views to the wharf, to exotic ships,
the water body and the mountain background should be
retained as a unique feature of Port Pirie.
The exter.nal appearance of the civic buildings should
be maintained at a high standard.
Attention should be given to landscaping in the confined
spaces between and around the buildings, in particular
the establishment of grassed areas and trees with a
maritime character such as Norfolk Island Pines.
New development within this precinct should conform to
the existing dominating scale of development and retain
a maritime character of the area.
The Wharf Area

7.3
Location

The curved interface and area between the Port Pirie inlet
and the Civic Area.
Description and Character
The Wharf area displays an interesting collection of
stockpiling and loading facilities which include a massive
silo complex, cranes, conveyers and mineral storage areas.
Often there are three to four large bulk carrier ships in
port along with an array of tugs,, small boats and pleasure
craft.
Areas of Concern
Dust from stockpiles blows into Ellen Street and the
Commercial area.
Poor vehicular access onto the wharf area.
Desired Future Character
The wharf area is an important international trade facility
and should be developed and upgraded to keep pace with
international trade requirements. The future character
of the area should be functional and reflect the activities
of the wharf area.
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Opportunities
As a major port facility the wharf area with the range of
structures, loading methods, international ships and tugs
generates significant human interest. Consideration should
be given to allowing better visitor movement and information
within the Wharf Area . In turn, this will contribute to
the tourism industry as well as foster a better community
understanding of wharf side activities and mineral trade.
Guidelines
Improve vehicular access and parking adjacent to the
wharf area.
Establish a visitor walking trail along the wharf area
with signage to provide information on metal stockpiles,
structures, ships etc.

·-

The Wharf Area showing the tug, bulk carriers and silos.
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Wharf side structures and activities
are a source of major interest to
the visitor and information on these
need to be provided.
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7.4

The Parklands

Location
The Parkland Area is located between Gertrude Street and
The Terrace and extends from George Street in the north
to Grey Terrace in the south.
Description and Character
The extensive parkland area surrounds the commercial area
and extends to The Terrace in the west. The parklands
contain a combination of activities. In some parts the use
is passive particularly between Alexander and Norman Streets
where the land has been established as memorial gardens. In
other areas the activities are more active and include ovals,
bowling clubs , racecourses etc .
The development of community and recreational buildings
within the parklands along Mary Elie Street, has provided a
pleasant and appropriate setting for these buildings.
Similarly the location of the hospital within the spacious
parkland area is most appropriate .
Areas of Concern
The intrusion of buildings in an area designated for
park and open space.
The poor condition and under utilisation of parts of
the parkland in particular near the Council depot.
Lack of tree planting around the racecource.
Desired Future Character
The Parklands provide an important community function as
well as providing a degree of separation between the
commercial area and the residential area. The concept of
parkland
surrounding the commercial area is very
desirable from both a functional and visual point of v.iew.
Given the important role of this area, the future character
of the parklands should be aimed towards providing an area
which is peaceful, pleasant and safe , enhanced by extensive
areas of grass and mature vegetation.
Opportunities
The Parklands are reminiscent of the Adelaide parklands
and could well provide a similar range of functions serving
recreational needs.
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Guidelines
Given the importance of the parklands the introduction
of additional buildings and structures should be
restricted and only after detailed and careful examination
should any development be permitted .
A continued process of upgrading and landscaping should
be undertaken on the parklands to meet the needs of the
community as Port Pirie grows.
· The Recreati on Focus

7.5
Location

This area is located along the foreshores immediately south
of the wharf area.
Description and Character
The recreation focus along the Port Pirie river has been
included in this assessment because of the important visual
and recreational role it plays in Port Pirie, as well as,
its role in the early history of the settlement. The area
extends from the Fisherman's Jetty in the west to the
Caravan Park in the east, and includes the major beach
facility of Port Pirie.
The main features are Fisherman's Jetty which serves numerous
fishing and pleasure craft . The Yacht club, Rowing Club
and Angling Club and launching ramp, all located below the
high tide barrier and bridge. Upstream of the tide barrier
the main swimming and beach area is located and includes
shelters and facilities as well as the recreational Solomontown Jetty and Caravan Park.
Areas of Concern
The poor quality of the caravan park on the waterfront
in contrast to the high quality park located on the .
corner of Three Chain Road .
Poor facilities located on Solomontown Beach.
Desired Future Character
This area should continue to provide important seaside
recreation pursuits as the main tourist and recreation
venue within Port Pirie.
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Opportunities
The older of the caravan parks is well established and is
landscaped and maintained at a high standard. This park
provides a good example for the proper management and
development of caravan parks, and sets the standard for
the more recently developed caravan park located on the
foreshore.
Considerable effort has been given to the development of
the carpark near the boat ramp, and consideration could
be given to tree planting within the sealed area to provide
a degree of shade during summer.
This area will continue to be an important recreational and
tourist venue within Port Pirie which will ·largely justify
the ongoing development and enhancement of the area.
Guidelines
Undertake a landscape upgrading programme for the
caravan park located on the foreshore.
Undertake tree planting within the extensive carpark
area.
Upgrade the ablution facilities on Solomontown Beach.

Fisherman's Jetty - An important recreation facility
for sailor and fisherman.
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7.6

Old Solomontown Area

Location
Located between 'Ellen Street and the railway corridor.
Three Chain Road bisects the area.
Description and Character
Solomontown was laid out in the 1870's and after an uncertain
start, provided accommodation for many of the miners and
workers of the area. Today the residential area of
Solomontown displays a consistent character of small cottages,
mostly constructed of sheet iron and weatherboard and is
very similar to Port Pirie West.
Opportunities
While there is an ongoing need to gradually upgrade these
cottages in terms of adequat~ sanitary facilities, it is
desirable to encourage the retention of the consistent
and picturesque appearance of the cottages. Much can
also be achieved in improving the streetscapes through
effective tree planting and maintenance of the dwelling
frontages. The landscaping work carried out along Three
Chain Road provides an excellent example of landscaping
technique, and there is a need to extend this approach
into the residential area of Solomontown. Some attention
should be given to landscaping the central curcuit road
which is the focus of the neighbourhood.
Areas of Concern
Lack of street landscaping along residential streets.
Some dwellings in a neglected and rundown condition.
Desired Future Character
This area should be progressively upgraded with street
planting, house renovations and house maintenance.
Any·
new development in Solomontown should be of small scale and
compact to blend into the existing character of the area.
Guidelines
Street planting and landscaping of open areas should be
undertaken.
New houses in the area should be of a similar scale and
form to the existing residential development.
Cottage owners should be encouraged to maintain and upgrade
their homes to enhance the general visual appearance of
the area .
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Port Pirie West

1.1
Location

Located west of The Terrace and north of Goode Street.
Description and Character
Port Pirie West was the original settlement in the area and
resubdivided in 1874 to provide low cost housing to meet
the needs of miners and workers. The area has a distinctive
visual character created by the many cottages constructed
of corrugated iron and timber. Some are in excellent
condition and well landscaped, others are in varying degrees
of dereliction. Many of the streets display a consistency
of design and uniformity of siting where cottages were
obviously built as a group. The more attractive cottages
provide an adequate and low cost form of accommodation.
Areas of Concern
Lack of street planting .
The number of cottages in a state of dereliction.
Some inappropriate forms of building upgrading
ie imitation bricks and tiles.
Desired Future Character
VJhile some discussions have taken place over the past f ew
years regarding the redevelopment of this area, little
change is likely to result in the r easonable future.
The need for modest, low cost housing is evident by a
number of well maintained cottages and underlines the need
to retain these dwellings. This residential area should
be r etained with encouragement given to upgrade and improve
the cottages.
Opportunities
It may be expected that with the continued increase in
building costs, more of these cottages will be upgraded
and remodelled in preference to building new dwellings. In
other cases , the vacant blocks \vill be s ubject to new in fill
development. As with other historical residential areas
in South Australia such as Norwood and Eastwood, it could
be expected that the renovation of these cottages will become
popular.
Guidelines
Street landscaping and planting should be unde rtaken to
enhance the area and to encourage r esidents to improve
their own gardens.
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New development should be of a similar small scale and
roof type to the existing cottages.
That upgrading and proper maintenance be encouraged,
using appropriate materials such as corrugated iron,
lattice work and timber.
Proper standards of health and hygiene should be
maintained.

.7.8

Risdon Park Area

Location
South of Esmond Road and west of The Terrace.
Description and Character
This area is a particularly attractive part of Port
Pirie, and contains several substantial and stately
dwellings along with dense mature vegetation, a
characteristic generally lacking in the City. The
significant growth of vegetation can in part be due
to improved soil and less salinity.
While the area is generally of high standard, two streets
stand out, these are the southern sections of The Terrace
and Senate Road where older style dwellings are set well
back from the street and surrounded by extensive, well
manicured gardens.
Areas of Concern
The need to extend the canopy of dense vegetation into
adjacent residential areas.
Opportunities
It is ~ecommended that this area be used as a model for
other more recently developed areas, particularly in
terms of vegetation and streetscape.
Guidelines
The spacious and stately nature of this area should be
retained.
Commercial or institutional uses should not penetrate
into the area.
Street planting be undertaken in adjacent residential
areas.
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INDEX OF INVENTORY ITEMS
OLD CUSTOMS HOUSE:

69/71 Ellen Street

2

OLD RAILWAY STATION:

3

POST OFFICE:

4

NEW CUSTOMS HOUSE:

5
6

8

TOWN HALL: Ellen Street
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY WELFARE BUILDING: Alexander
Street, wharf side
ADELAIDE STEAMSHIP COMPANY BUILDING: Ellen Street,
(between George Street and David Street )
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL: North-west corner David & Ellen St

9
10

BUTCHER SHOP: 64 Ellen Street
ROYAL EXCHANGE HOTEL: nw cnr . of Ellen/Alexander Street

11

FEDERAL BUILDINGS AND BOOKSHOP: 104 and 106 Ellen
Street (cnr Ellen and Alexander Streets)

7

12

73/77 Ellen Street

79/81 Ellen Street

' FAMILY HOTEL:

85 Ellen Street

134 Ellen Street

13

PORT PIRIE HOTEL:

14
15

AMP BUILDING: Norman Street
OLD LUTHERAN CHURCH : Florence Street, opposite W.W.F.

16

CENTRAL HOTEL:

17
18

CARN BRAE: 32 Florence Street
ST. PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH: S .W. cnr David/Florence St.

19

WATERSIDE WORKERS' FEDERATION BUILDING: Florence St.
between David and Alexander
WORKER'S COTTAGES: Nth of Alexander Street , between Gertrude and Florence Streets
UNITING CHURCH AND HALL: 114 Florence Street
GERTRUDE STREET METHODIST CHURCH: N.E. cnr Gertrude
and Alexander Streets
GOOD SAMARITAN CONVENT AND ST. MARK ' S CATHEDERAL:
Gertrude Street, between Alexander and Norman

20
21
22
23

Ellen Street

N.E. cnr Florence and Alexander Streets

24

MASONIC HALL:

cnr Norman and Gertrude Streets

25
26

FIRE STATION: Sthn end of Gertrude Street
JOHN PIRIE ANCHOR: Memorial Park, off Norman Street

27
28

OLD HOSPITAL BUILDING: Hospital complex, off Alexander
FEDERAL HOTEL: The Terrace, facing east down Alexander

29
30

HOTEL RISDON: Moppett Road
LEALHOME: Risdon Old Fold's Home cnr Kingston & Senate
Road
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Type :

OLD CUSTOMS HOUSE
Building

location

69/71 Ellen Street, Port Pirie.

legal and Physical
Owner :
Address

1
1

{Allotment 26)

National Trust of South Australia
Ayers House, North Terrace, Adelaide

Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Built in 1875 on reclaimed land by Rossiter E. Davies
for a tendered price of ~921 5s 1d.
Designed by
G.T. Light {?) of the Colonial Architect's office, tenders
were called on 5 February 1875. James Cobb, of Riverton,
was ~mployed as the Clerk of Works at 14/- per day. The
building was a Customs House and Residence , and is of
brick and stone, with an iron roof . In good condition,
having been reopened in 1920 by the Hon. R.A. Geddes,
MLC , as a museum , it is now owned by the National Trust .
It replaced a 4.3 x 3 .7m timber and iron building called
'The Camp Oven", in which Captain Robert Benjamin Williams,
the towns first Harbour Master and Sub Collector of Customs,
worked and slept . Williams had been appointed in 1873 and
remained in Port Pirie to his death in 1901.
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1
data sheet
no.

2

National Trust - classified
National Estate- submitted

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creat1ve and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

The building's value is historical, by virtue of its role
{reflecting the town's raison d'etre and abundance of
direct overseas trade) and its association with Captain
Williams, who came to Australia in 1850. He assumed the
roles of doctor and chemist, until the first doctor,
(Doctor Murdie) arrived in 1874. He was nicknamed Beau
Brummell, being a natty dresser.

Comments :
Current Situation
Under threat

Not under threat.

Retain.

Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

National Trust listing - No. 703
Nancy Robinson. Reluctant Harbour
Millsteed & Branson . PP Sketch
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Name:
Type :

OLD RAILWAY STATION
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

73/77 Ellen Street, Port Pirie.
(part Allotment 25)

Owner :
Address

National Trust of South Australia
Ayers House, North Terrace, Adelaide.

2
1

Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterattons and Addttions
Plan and Form
Condttion
lllustrattons

The building was completed l ate in 1902 at a cost of
2s 10d.
The Railways Commissioner had approved
the construction of the station on October 10, 1900 but
tenders called on June 10, 1901 were considered too high
so, on August 8, 1901 the Commissioner directed that the·
station be built by departmental labour . It incorporates
the footings of a previoJs station on the site , built in
1886 on reclaimed land.

~3,760

When the railway lin es down Ellen Street were removed the
station was closed and converted into a musuem . It was
re-opened by Sir Keith Angas on 28 October 1972 .
The brick and stone building, " conspicuous for elaborateness
of its architectural design ", has an ornate verandah facing
Ellen Street, with a smal l flagpole ' observatory ' at each
end of the verandah, and an enclosed tower over the centre.
The ' plinths ' for these towers are roofed in a scalepatterned metal sheet rather than the ubiquitos
corrugated iron. The building is in good condition .
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National Trust - classified
National Estate - submitted (?}

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Port Pirie is an important railway node, with three
gauges of tract converging there. The first railway to
the town, from Crys tal Brook, opened in 1875 - the goods
shed was used as the station . The first station master,
Jimmy McGuire, started at Port Pirie in 1877 and was to
become Commissioner of Railways. In June 1879 the first
proper station - a weatherboard structure south of Mary
Elie Street - opened . Called Port Pirie South, it was
similar to those at Caltcwie and Jamestown, and is the
site of the town's present operating station . Although t
l ine continued up Ellen Street, passengers originally
alighted at this location and walked the rest of the dist
The 1886 station within the wharf roof was constructed to
solve this problem, the 1902 station being a perpetuation
of this. It is the oldest station the town has, and need
to be retained

Comments :

Not under threat.

Retain ·

Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

National Trust - 702
PP Sketch
Reluctant Harbour
The Cyclopedia of South Australia p. 506 (1907?)
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POST OFFICE
Building
79-81 Ellen Street, Port Pirie
Physical

Owner :
Address

Australia Post

Physical description

Built on reclaimed land, this Colonial-Roman masonry twostorey building was finished in 1878, providing a daily
mail service to Adelaide.

Date built
Designer and Builder

The first post office, in Brown and Wood's store next to the
Royal Exchange Hotel site , was opened in July 1873 .
Nicholas Simons doubled as store manager and post master.
Details
Telegraphic communication was available in 1874, the Post
Style and Features
Office and Telegraph Station being a building adjoining
Alterations and Additions the new Brown and Wood's store.
Owners and Uses
Materials

Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

'
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value

By virtue o f i t being an i mposing edifice, and an
important component of the public buildings bloc on this
side of Ellen Street, i t should be retained.

Historical
Social and C ultural
Creative and Techn1cal
AesthetiC
S1te integrity
Natural
Abonginal

Comments :
Current Si tuation
Under threat

Retain . Moves are afoot to restore the facade to its
original canopied form.

Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Port Pirie Sketchbook
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NEW CUSTOMS HOUSE (Old Court House)
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

85 Ellen Street, Port Pirie, S.A.

Owner :
Address

Federal Bureau of Customs (?)

Physical description

This imposing brick and stone building was erected in 1880,
designed by the Architect-in-Chief's Department, and
built by James Fitzpatrick. It was originally used as a
Court House and was built on land reclaimed using silt
from the dredging for Queen's Wharf. This wharf, behind
the blocks from the Town Hall to the Old Custom's House,
was constructed by Duncan Grant by October 1877.foro(8,000.
Constructed of jarrah, redgum and ironbark, and 220m long,
it was the best wharf in the port.

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
I !lust rations

Prior to the erection of this building, other secular
structures had seen service as Court Rooms (in particular
the Port Pirie Hotel).
The building is now being used as a Customs House, and is in
good condition.
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Endorsements

National Trust - classified
National Estate - submitted {?)

Heritage Value

This structure is in character wi\h the earlier public
buildings on this side of Ellen Street, and is a
handsome building in its own right. It has been, and
still is, an important public building.

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :

Not under threat.

Retain.

Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

National Trust listing -857
Nancy Robinson - Reluctant Harbour .

Compiler and date
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Type :

TOWN HALL
Building

l ocation
Legal and Physical

Ellen Street , Port Pirie

Owner :
Address

Corporation of Port Pirie
Town Hall, Ell en Street, Port Pirie.

Physical description

In 1873 plans were made for the erection of a Mechani c ' s
Institute building on the corner of Alexander and Florence
Streets. Completed in 1874, the building served a
population of about 160, being used for church services,
meetings and 'mutual improvement ' gatherings . By 1876 the
population was 947, and the old Insti tute shanty was inadequate.

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

The institute committee therefore initiated construction of
the present Town Hall on Ellen Street, the foundation stone
being laid by the Hon J . Cotton, Premier and Chi ef Secretary
of s . A. in 1884.
The t wo- storey high austere stone building
was opened in December 1885 by the Governor, Sir William
Robinson . Most of the additions to the original building, on
the south and west faces, were made in 1896, bringing t he
cost to~6 , 800. In 1907 al terations and improvements costing
~2,000 were effected, involving t he extension of the hall's
seating capacity to 850 .
Although the property of the Institute, the town council
administered the building fund and occupied a large room as
combined offices and chamber . In 1932 the corporation
acquired the building for i1 0 , 000, r enovating the building
and re-opening it as the Port Pirie Town Hall and Municipal
Offices.
The Cyclopaedia Chronicler, in 1907, claimed that ' in size,
style and accommodation it is probably unequalled anywhere
inSouth Australia outside the metropolis '. At the time the
Institute library held 6,874 volumes , and had 338 members on
the roll .
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value

The Town Hall is one of Port Pirie's most important
Public Buildings, as well as being one of the most
imposing of its period in the town.

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creat1ve and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

The building is due to be demolished, creating a void in
this part of Ellen Street with the recently demolished·
Barrier Hotel a nd Ozone Theatre. At the very least a full
record should be made of thb buildinP; , us ing photographs
a nd measnred drawings .

The Cyclopaedia of South Australia
Port Pirie Sketchbook
Reluctant Harbour
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY WELFARE BUILDING

Type :

Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Alexander Street - wharf side

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details

A two-storey sandstone building, dating from t he 1880's,
with a single storey extension at the rear and covered
balcony and verandah at the front. The building probably had a harbour-related use originally, but is now
used by the Department of Community Welfare.

The symmetrical facade has central doors at both levels,
with windows at either side. All openings have segmental
Alterations and Additions arches, with hood moulds at the lower level , and brick
quoins. The building has a corrugated-iron hipped roof
Plan and Form
over the t wo-storey section , while t he s ingle-story
Condition
section is gabled (featuring a brickwork chimney ).
Illustrations
The three-bay verandah and balcony has been damaged
somewhat - the posts having been replaced in part .
S tyle and Features

1
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value
H1storical
Soc1al and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

This handsome building is not unique in Port Pirie there are other two- storey edifices like it elsewhere
(eg the Mid North Domiciliary Care Service building in
Gertrude Street) - but it is virtually the only building
left standing in this historical wharf side zone .
The Barrier Hotel and Ozone Theatre have been demolished,
and the Town Hall is due for demolition , so it is important that this building be retained as a reminder .

Comments :

Retain
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compi ler and date
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ADELAIDE STEAMSHIP COMPANY BUILDING
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Ellen Street, between George Street and David Street

Owner :
Address
Physical descript ion
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Addit1on s
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

A single- storey sandstone and stucco building with a
symmetrical main facade composed of a central round
arched doorway flanked by two wide round - arched windows.
A balustrade, pediment and entablature surmount the facade.
A stuc~o flag is located in the pediment freeze.
The entrance consists of two five-panelled doors under
an etched fanlight depicting the Adelaide Steamship
Company ' s name and emblem. This depiction is repeated
in rectangular format on one window.

1
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Endorsements

none

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural

An attractive building associated with the very importan
Steamship Company .

Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situation
Under t11reat
Recommendations

Information

Sources

Compiler and date

In good hands - retain
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INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
Building

Name:
Type :
Location
Legal and Physical

North-west corner David & Ellen Streets, Port Pirie

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Condition

Addi tions

Built in 1874 and opened in January 1875, it was first
called Howe's Hotel after James Henderson Howe, the first
landlord and owner. It was renamed the International
Hotel in 1899. The two -storey masonry hotel was roofed
by a friend of Howe's, J.G . Lewis, a t insmith from the
Barossa Valley. J.G. Lewis & Sons operated from part of
Howe's allotment - the business still exists . Howe ran
the Bushman's Inn at Gawler previously, and was landlord
until 1878. W.R. Wilson was the first of the lessees,
although the Howe family owned the property fo r another
50 years.

Illustrations

Howe 's Assembly Room, on the David Street side of the hotel,
has long since been incorporated into the hotel. It was
built for J.H. Howe to be a 'suitable hall in which to
hold gatherings of a public nature ', and was f irst used
June 3, 1878 in aid of the Cotta~e Hospital for Port
Pirie appeal. It was widely used, for concerts , banquets,
auctions, church services, and so forth. It cou ld seat
420 people, had five chandeliers, a grand piano, and a
trapeze bar!
The balcony is a r ecent (1930 's?) addition to t he hotel,
and t he in t erior has been a lter ed - as have the interiors
of all the Port' s hot e l s .
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical
Soc1al and Cultural
Creative and Technical

The role of t he Hotel and Assembly Room in the
development of t he town , and their association with
J .H. Howe, are the main values (apart f rom streetscape
contributions) o f t he building .

Aesthetic
Si te integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current Situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources
Reluctant Harbour

Compiler and date
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BUTCHER SHOP
Building

l ocation
Legal and Physical

64 Ellen Str eet

9
1

Own er :
Address
Phys ical description
Date buill
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterat1ons and
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustra tions

Add1tions

Located on Allotment 48, the site of an early butcher's
house (Ethelbert Hewett, February 1873), this Family
and Shipping Butcher ' s business was established in 1864.
If the bull - nosed verandah straddling the footpath and
·the build ing a r e contemporary , then they date from .the
1880' s . The shop front is three-fold consisting of
a central f l at section set back from the footpath and
separated by piers from two flanking shopfronts consisting of door s recessed in splayed bays . These
recessed s hop fronts are becoming rarer in Port Pirie
as more owners replace them with modern flush glazed
aluminium .
The three bays of the shop front are reflected in the
gabled pediment which consists of a central Dutch
gable flanked by two shaped false gables. Each of the
gables is topped by a simple stone finial, and each
contains an elaborate medallion surrounded by stucco .
scrolls. The three medallions contain the sculptured
heads of a sheep, ~ pi e and a cow - in recognitj.on
of the buildings function.
The simple verandah (no cast- iron infill) also had
three bays (one of the posts is missing). The
verandah fascia has timber dentils - that emphasise
the rhythm of the verandah ' s corrugations .
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity

Apart from the general contribution to the footp ath
and streetscape, the whimsical sculptured heads on
the pediment are certainly worthy of preservation .

Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
~u rre n t

situation
Under threat

Retain;

repair damaged verandah etc.

Recommendations

Information Sources
Reluctant Harbour

Compiler and date
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ROYAL EXCHANGE HOTEL
Building
North West Corner of Ellen and Alexander Streets.

Legal and Physical
Owner :
Address
Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Opened in spring of 1877 for Thomas Magor, it had some
thirty rooms, of which at least three were set aside as
sample rooms for commercial travellers to whom people
came to buy products from Adelaide and abroad. It
had six underground rooms for use in summer, which the
contractor used to collect water for mixing mortar, to
avoid paying one pound for every 4,550 litres when the
Adelaide price was 1/6. The ground floor had eight
rooms, including a large dining room designed with
'white-tie banquets' in mind. The balcony, to become
a much used rostrum for gatherings of all sorts, was
3 . 7m wide and served 15 bedrooms on the first floor.
Like at least 5 hotels in Port Pirie, it boasted a roof
top observatory, connected by a pipe to the bar so that
the waiter could serve roof-top folk with a 'speedy
supply of creature comforts.'
Built of stone, due partly to the scarcity of local
building timber, the building has always been a hotel .
H.E. Duncan and his wife were licensees for may years they had been licensees at Jetty Hotel, Glenelg.
Duncan, a sportsman, occupied executive positions on the
committees of many local athletic groups.

1
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

The building, no doubt due to its location opposite
t he Town Hall and the presence of its commanding
return balcony, has played an important role in the
town 's history. It also contributes aesthetically to
both Ellen and Alexander Streets . The Barrier Hotel,
built diagonally opposite in 1892 on reclaimed land,
was condemned and demolished in 1976 .

Comments :
Current si tuation
Under threat

Not under threat .

Retain

Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Reluctant Harbour
Port Pirie Sketchbook
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Name:
Type :

FEDERAL BUILDINGS AND BOOKSHOP
Buildings

Location
Legal and Physical

104 and 106 Ell en Street (cnr El len and Alexander Streets)

1

Owner :
Address
Phys ical description

The two- storey brick building once known as the Federal
Buildings (scars where the stucco name has been removed
Date built
are still visible on the Ellen Street parapet) possesses
Designer and Builder
an extremely interesting recessed shop front in deep
Owners and Uses
sp l ayed bays with an isl and showcase . The curvilinear
Materials
timber d~tails date this building at the turn of the
Details
century (hence the name) . The building has seen a few
Style and Features
changes , mainly co~metic . It has always had the dee~
..
verandah, but earl1er posts were more ornate . The w1ndows
Alterations and Addtttonsused to have small canopies, but these have been removed,
Plan and Form
along with a stucco string course above them . The brick Condition
work , in English bond , was unpainted, with the stucco details
painted , but now the facade is painted in one colour .
Illustrations
The roof is formed in three gabled sections, expressed in the
angular parapet . Each parapet gable is surmounted by an
ornate iron finial.
The adjacent two- storey bookshop is of a later date , replacing an earlier single- story structure . It has a two storey verandah with a gabled roof . The pediment above is
formed b:'/ a balcony and a roof - top court serving an associated residence .
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthet ic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

The Federal
Buildings are an important townscape element
balancing the Hotel opposite in mass and style, and contributing to the pedestrian enclave at this busy intersectj
The extravagant shopfront is virtually unique in the old tc
and needs to be retained. The neat narrow fronted buildine
adjacent is of great visual interest.

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat

Retain and repair

Recommendations

Information Sources
Port Pirie National Trust Photograph Collection

Compiler and date
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Name:
Type :

FAMILY HOTEL
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

134 Ellen Street, Port Pirie, S.A . 5540

no.

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alteration s and
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Additions

Built in 1904 for Barrington John Knight on the site
of a wine and spirit business owned by him . Described
as "replete with every convenience and generally
admitted to be one of the best conducted in the state"
the hotel, like others in Port Pirie , has an observatory
tower . and a two storey verandah featuring iron lacework.
The building proper is of stone and brick and its detail.
is High Victorian.
'
Its condition is good and the building is still in use
as a hotel. Its interior is one of the best of Port
Pirie's hotels.

1
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National Trust - Classified (facade only)
National Estate - submitted 1977

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Abonginal

Ellen Street's character is largely created by the
abundance of verandah's and facades such as this.
It contributes to the integrity of the street, as well
as being a fine example of its type.
B.J. Knight was born in Surrey in 1852, and arrived in
South Australia in 1854. He arrived in Port Pirie in 1871
opening a wine and spirit business on this central site or
Ellen Street. In 1890 he erected a large aerated water ar
cordial factory, and bought and upgraded Nash's brewery ir
Solomontown in 1896. The hotel, then, is closely linked
with a man who contributed greatly, qualitatively and
quantitatively, to the refreshment of fin de siecle
Port Pirie. Furthermore, unlike the Barrier Hotel and thE
Rising Sun Hotel (now the Federal), the Family Hotel was .
built on firm foundations and is still in good structural
condition .
He also added a large iceworks to his wine and spirit
business, which he had moved to Norman Street to make
way for this hotel.

Comments :

The facade is not under threat.

Retain.

Current situa tion
Under tllreat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Millstead & Branson 'Port Pirie Sketchbook' p. 30
National Trust - 694
Nancy Robinson 'Reluctant Harbour '
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Location
Legal and Physical
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1

PORT PIRIE HOTEL
Building
Ellen Street

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Opened in the spring of 1873, this single storey,
thirteen room hotel was one of the first stone buildings
in Port Pirie, and was the first hotel there. The
Allotment (no. 35) was bought early in 1835 by William
Knapman, a Port Adelaide brewer, from C.B. Young - the
orig1nal speculator. Knapman applied for a publican's
license in the name of his son-in-law Samuel Wills,
who was the first proprietor.
The building was also used early on as a venue for
public meetings, for the Local Court hearings, and as
a Working Man's Club. It was a great success as a hotel,
being opposite the wharf-side sheds of Galloway & Sons
which teamsters and farmers frequented.
In September 1876, Sam Wills left the town (to return later
as publican of the Railway Hotel in Solomontown),
relinquishing the lease of the Port Pirie Hotel to his
father-in-law who, being aged, put it in the name of his
wife. At that time it was unusual for women to own
property.
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural

The hotel is architecturally unassuming, but is
historically important, being the first of at
least ten hotels in Port Pirie . It's association
with Sam Wills is also of consequence. At one
stage, prisoners were locked in the stables of the
Port Pirie hotel . It was not until 1877 that the
troopers were provided with three new cells, and
stables.

Aboriginal

•

,.

....
•

I

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat

Although another storey has been added, and the interio.r
altered beyond recognition, one can still appreciate the
modest simplicity of the early version.

Recommendations

Information Sources

Reluctant Harbour

Compiler and date
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AMP BUILDING
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Norman Street

no.

1

(AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES)

Owner :
Address
Physical des cription
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

This two- storey brick-and- stucco edifice was erected in
1916 for the AMP Society - hence the family group statuary
and motto above the pediment. It is now used by the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
The s¥rnetrical three- panelled Italianate facade has a
round - arched door and windows on the ground floor , with
ornate keystones to all openings. The first floor windows
are simply trabeat ed , and the glazed doors open onto a
balcony over t he doorway below. The central panel of the'
facade is topped by a pediment and medallion , and the
statuary mentioned above. The f lanking panels are surmounted by a balustrade .
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical

This imposing facade provides a visual
portion o f Norman Street.

Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aborigina l

Comments :
Current si tuation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Retain

anchor in this
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OLD LUTHERAN CHURCH
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Florence Street, opposite W.W.F.

no.

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Probably build around 1905 , the church was in use until
1914 when feeling against Germans had so strong an
influence that the small Lutheran Community (23 communicants in 1907) reverted to worship in their homes.
Earlier, the Port Pirie Lutherans had formed the "Deutsche
Verein't - what is believed to have been the first ethnic
club in the area . Their pastor was A. Ortenburger.
The old church is a simple blue stone rubble building
with a corrugated-iron roof, and a porch on the footpath.
The street elevation uses pointed arches over the door and
windows - other windows have simple lintels .
A new Church hall was built elsewhere in 1960, and this
old building is now disused.

1
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Endorsements

None
Heritage Value

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic

Historically limited, representing as it does a minority
in the town. Aesthetically, it does not compare with
the Lutheran Churches of the Barossa Valley, but it
would nevertheless be a pity to see it go.

Site integrity
N(ltural
.•,LJoriginal

Comments :

Current situation

Derelict, disused - could it be incorporated in a
development using the surrounding vacant land?

Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Port Pirie Sketch Book

Compiler and date
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Name:
Type :

CENTRAL HOTEL
Building

Location

North-east corner Florence and Alexander Streets.

no.

Legal and Physical
Owner :
Address
Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Designed by a leading architect (?) to be an 'ornament
to the town', forT. Kneese. It had 21 rooms and was
built in six weeks by 81 men, being finished by
Christmas 1880 , because of a penalty of 10 pounds a day
over time . It featured a "ladies' sittir.g room" on the
first floor.

1
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic

Another of about ten early Port Pirie Hotels,
altered beyond recognition (see also the Port Pirie
Hotel). Of historic value only.

Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources
Reluctant Harbour

Compiler and date
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Name:
Type :

CARN BRAE
House

Location
Legal and Physical

32 Florence Street, Port Pirie , S.A. 5540

Owner :
Address

F.F., P.C. & G.L. Young (Mr & Mrs Fred Young)
32 Florence Street , Port Pirie, SA 5540

no.

1

Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Completed in 1909 by A.H. Smerdon (?) for Edward Moyle.
Originally a residence , the building is now used for
catering and as a tourist attraction . It is consequently
in good condition . The Moylessold the house in 1923 .
The timber and iron wash-house was replaced in 1974 with
a concrete block addition , and the building has been
restored generally
The mansion is of brick and stone , with a corrugated iron ,
roof. The verandahs are floored with Italian tiles . Some
of the windows are of German stained-glass. The widow 's
walk and cast-iron latt:ic e work are of interest. The
building featured a very large aviary, stocked with birds
from Australia, Malaya, China and the East Indies . The
observatory tower is quite distinctive. The building is
otherwise single storied .
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National Trust - Classified 1974
National Estate - Submitted 1977?

Heritage Value

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

The building is of architectural interest by virtue of it
imported components and historical integrity - it's
furnishings are contemporary with the building - as well
as its unusual features, such as the observatory tower.
Edward Moyle, born in 1862, was the only son of W.H. Moyl
who had emigrated to S.A. in about 1868. The family can
be traced back to Sir James Douglas, born in 1286.
More information can perhaps be had from Mrs El izabeth
Ferglund of Adelaide , a direct desendan t of W.H. Moyle.
In 1874 W.H. Moyle bagan , in partnership with R. Footner,
an aerated waters manufacturing business. He bought out·
Footner in 1876, and added a butter factory and wood yard
to the business which , by the time Edward entered it, ha<
become one of Port Pirie's largest.

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

The building is in good hands, and is not under threat.
Retain.
The building is, however , surrounded by a depot for Coca
Cola. The stacked crates of bottles detract from this
building , destroyinG its image as ~ graci ous home in
g racious Rrounds .

National Trust Listing - 1769
Milsteed & Branson "Port Pirie Sketchbook"
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Name:
Type :

ST. PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH

location

South West Corner of David and Florence Streets, Port Pirie

legal and Physical
Owner :
Address

Church of St. Peter and St. Paul

Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

This church was designed, built and dedicated over
1898-99. Designed by W.K. Mallyon, Manager of the National
Bank at Port Pirie from 1882 to 1916 , the foundation-stone
was laid on 17 August 1899 by the Right Reverend J .R.
Harmer, Lord Bishop of Adelaide. Mallyon designed more
than thirty churches across S.A., but was over-ambitious·
with St . Paul's, which was never completely finished
(witness the 'temporary' iron reredos behind t he
sanctuary). The masonry building is high-vaulted with ,
simple timber hammer-beams . Mallyon .suggested the use of
cooler cane seating, instead of the traditional pews, for
this church. Mallyon also designed the permanent
Institute building.
The earlier St . Paul's was built in 1876 of timber, and
measured 7.6 x 10.7m. It was extended in 1878 by a chancel,
vestry, organ recess, porch and belfry, subsidised pound
for pound by C.B . Young, the Adelaide speculator who had
done so well with land at Port Pirie.
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

It was intended to be Mallyon's best design, but falls
short of this. Nevertheless, it's importance is based
on it's role and designer.

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Not under threat. Retain .
The accompanying Parish Hall 11"26) is also worthy of.
r etention. The buildings could be t i ed together with some
sensitive landscaping.

PP Sketchbook
Reluctant Harbour
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no.

1

WATERSIDE WORKERS' FEDERATION BUILDING
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Florence Street, between David and Alexander

Owner :
Address

Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia

Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

The foundation stone for this building was laid in
October 1911 by the Hon . John Verran . At the time
it was the headquarters of the Amalgamated Workers'
Association whose members in Port. Pirie had contributed 2s per week each towards the building fund (wages
being 8s a day), enabling a block stretching from
Florence to Gertrude streets to be aquired for the
present building.
The building came under the control of Waterside
Workers' Federation not long after opening. The
W.W.F. operated a bakery and a co-operative store the former was leased to private enterprise and the
latter closed in 1956.
The facade of this two-storey building boasts a
covered balcony and verandah, supported on paired
posts, spanning the footpath. The building's face
is stuccoed sandstone rubble. The semicircular fanlight over the double six panelled doors is echoed
in the verandah's central bay. Shallow segmental
arches are used on the other bays. A sinuous pediment
with some classical trimmings hides the roof from
view.
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no.

None

It 's association with the A.W.A. (described in 1907
as 'strong in number , as well as in other respects',
and considered to be an unusual society for a countr
town) , and through it with the harbour and industry
in the town, make it important culturally and
historically . It also contributes aesthetically to
the street, far surpassing its neighbours in visual
richness and appeal.

Comments :
Cur rent si tuation
Under threat

Not under threat.

Retain - minor repairs .

Recommendations

Information Sources
Port Pirie Sketchbook
Cyclopedia

Compiler a nd date
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WORKER'S
Building

Physical

no.

1

COTTAGES

North of Alexander Street, between Gertrude and
Florence Street

Owner :
Address

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phys1caJ description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

These three small identical sandstone cottages would
have been built in 1877 or 1878, during a spate of
building in stone. By 1877 the local building timbers
supply, of native pine, had been ·exhausted, and the
town relied on imported timber from Tasmania, America
and Sweden. Timber from Wirrabara, Baroota and
Mambray Creek was, at the time, hard to transport hence the stone building boom.

Additions

Earlier cottages had been of timber, and later cottages
were to be ironclad and weatherboard timber frame
structures. By 1907, a commentator could report that
"remains of the weatherboard era are visible here and
there, but are not conspicious".
In 1879 half of the town's population of 1330 lived in
the innertown area - now there are only about 50 homes
in use, although there are remains of more.
These disused cottages are rectangular affairs, with
hipped corrugated iron roofs, evidence of verandahs,
a central door and fanlight, and two windows in a
symmetrical facade.
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical

These would be perhaps the ol dest extant cottages
in old Port Pirie.

Social and C ultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situation
Under threa t

Retain , upgrade - perhaps incorporate into a
market-place redevelopment featuring craft worksho)
and so forth.

Recommend at ions

Information Sources
Reluctant Harbour
Cyclopedia of S.A.

Compiler and date
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Name:
Type :

UNITING CHURCH AND HALL
Building

Location

114 Florence Street, Port Pirie

no.

1

Legal and Physical
Owner :
Address

Florence Street Uniting Church

Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

The foundation stone of the present building was laid in
September 1878 by Rev. W.R. Fletcher, and the opening of
the 'rear of a permanent stone structure' was in February
1879. The second stage, the front , was constructed in 1900
and opened by August the same year . The Congregationalists
used Howe ' s Assembly Room while the first stage was being·
built. The architect was R.W .J. Leicester, the stone mason
Charles Taylor, the carpenter George Cruickshanks, the
ironworker J.G . Lewis (who roofed Howe's Assembly Room),
and the painter John McLeod. The church can seat 350.
The Congregationalists, the Presbyterians and the Methodists
amalgamated to form the United Church in Florence Street.
For the centenary service in 1975, the stone building was
painted internally and rero~fed with asbestos cement
shingles . The associated Manse was built in 1881, and the
Peter Geddes Memorial Hall in March 1930 (or 1918,
according to Branson) This latter apparently incorporates
the original timber church. (?)
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National Trust - recorded list

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

The building is the first stone church in Port Pirie.
Compared to other local churches, it was 'distinguished
by its elegance' according to a 1907 chronicler. The
site has had a Congregational church since 1876. The
church bought the land in April 1874 for ;(45,
conducting services in the old institute until they had
a timber church 12.2 x 6 . 1m, costing around £24 0 and
holding 120 people. Captain Williams the Harbourmaster
was the church's prime mover, having been an active
member of the Newland Memorial Church at Victor Harbour.

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat

Not under threat.

Retain.

Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

The Cyclopedia of S .A.
PP Sketchbook
National Trust - 2542
Reluctant Harbour
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GERTRUDE STREET METHODIST CHURCH
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

n.e corner Gertrude and Alexander Streets

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Condition
I llustrations

Addition s

The foundation stone of this fine red brickwork church
was laid on April 1, 1922 by the Rev. W.T . Shapley .
The Romanesque appearance of the main facade is unusual
for a Methodist Church. It is now disused and derelict.
An earlier Methodist Church is at Church Circle in
Solomontown , and was built in 1902 .
The lower two metres of the Gertrude Street Church are
stuccoed in a manner reminiscent both of the banded
custication reserved for the lower levels of some
Renaissance stone buildings, and of the walls of Siena
Cathedral . The door and windows have round arches
(the doorway in fact uses a stilted arch - springing
from above the pseudo-impost) , while the blind windows
do not. The door and main windows also feature masonry
hood moulds (these are generally executed in stucco) .
The facade is broken up by several string courses and
capped by a pedimented cornice with dentils, and is
framed by two square towers (typical of English and
Norman Romanesque facades).

1
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Endorsements
None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural

This handsome building, accompanied by a fenced garden,
has great potential for community use, and contributes
to the monumental aspect of Gertrude Street.

Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Retain and revitalise.
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Legal and

1

Gertrude Street, between Alexander and Norman
Physical

Roman Catholic Church?

Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Illustration s

no.

GOOD SAMARITAN CONVENT AND ST . MARK'S CATHEDERAL
Building

Owner :
Address

Condition

architects urban planners and environmental consultants

Additions

Members of the Institute of the Oblate Sisters of the
Good Samaritan of St Benedict (inaugurated in 1857 in
N.S.W.) came to Port Pirie in January 1890. The
foundation stone of this building had been laid in
1,889 and the building was opened on 18 May 1890.
The two-storey convent was built of Napperby stone,
and the original building had fourteen rooms, including reception rooms, recreation rooms, and refectories,
classrooms, a music room, an oratory, and living
quarters . The primary school started with 200 students,
of whom 50 were Roman Catholic .
(st Mark's Cathedral and St Mark's Primary School,
flanking the convent, are more recent structures.
The present cathedral was opened in 1953, and is
an extension of an earlier building which was gutted
by fire in 1946. The first Roman Catholic Church in
Port Pirie, St Mark the Evangelist, was consecrated
by Biship Reynolds in March 1875. The second, built
of Napperby stone, was dedicated in July 1882.)
The semi-circular fanlight motif is carried through
all the ground floor windows - the windows to the
upper floor have flattened arches. All the windows
and doors have exagerrated key stones. The covered
balcony and verandah, between the gabled fronts at
each end, has some typical lacework, a concave
corrugated iron roof, and timber paired posts.
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Endorsements
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Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical

Valuable by virtue of its association with educati
in early Port Pirie, and because of its visual app
(the three buildings make a massive group facing
the parklands).

Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current s ituation

Retain

Under threat
Recommendations

Information

Sources

Port Pirie Sketchbook

Compiler and date
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1

MASONIC HALL
Building
Corner Norman and Gertrude Streets

Owner :
Address
Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

This consp1c1ous, bright blue building faces Gertrude
Street. Its foundation stone was laid on 23 February
1899 by the Hon. J .G. Jenkins M.P.
The stuccoed facade typifies Colonial usage of Classical
detail: The central element consists of an entablature
and pediment capped by an acroteria mounted on a scrolled
plinth. This upper section is supported on paired pilasters,
with modified Corinthian Capitals, the plinths of which
sit on a sill-level bracket. The double-door has a rauned •
arch and skylight, topped with a bold stucco keystone.
The motifs at the central element are used to flank it.
Medallion, round arched window with keystone, paired
pilasters, entablature and cornice are repeated on each side.
The pediment is extended by a blank freeze, lightened with
an Italianate pseudo-balustrade, surmounted with acroteria
(actually misplaced antifixae). The picket fence in front
of the building makes a nice foil to the heavy detail of
the facade.
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None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical

The facade is of some architectural interest, if not value,
The building, like Masonic Halls everywhere, has played
an important role in the community development of Port
Pirie.

Aesthetic
S 1te mtegrity
Natural
Abongmal

Comments :

In good hands - retain
Current situat io n
Under threat
Recommendations

Information

Sources

Compiler and dnte
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Type :

FIRE STATION
Building

Location

Southern end of Gertrude Street, Port Pirie

Name:

no.

1

Legal and Physical
Owner :
Address

Port Pirie Fire Brigade (or Counci l)?

Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

The present two-storey masonry building was bui lt in
1891 and was described in 1907 as 'characteristic in its
appearance '. Three f ire alarms were installed in Ellen
Street, and t he building was connected by telephone to the
police station . The brigade was established in 1884,
with a permanent fo reman and three fi remen, partly
prompted by t he burning down of Magarey's first Mill in
December 1876.
By 1886 the equipment included one hand -reel, 480 ' of hose,
t wo ladders , t wo stand pipes, four spanners , two canvas
buckets , one a xe, one firebell , and four sets of uniforms .
By 1907 its up to date appliances included a 'steamer and
chemical apparatus'.
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None

Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic

The building is attractive in its own right, and is
typical of fire stations of the day. I t continues
to serve its function.

Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situat ion
Under threat

Preserve

Recommendations

Information Sources
The Cyclopedia of South Australia
PP Sketchbook

Compiler and date
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Name:
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JOHN PIRIE ANCHOR
Artifact

Location

Memorial Park, off Norman Street

no.

1

legal and Physical
Owner :
Address

Corporation of Port Pirie

Physical description

Date built
Designer and ·Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and AdditioPs
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

The rather battered anchor is mounted on a plinth. The
ship to which it. belonged, the John Pirie, was a schooner
built in 1827 by the Aberdeen shipbuilder, Alexander Hall.
It was named after a director of the South Australian
CompaQy, later to be Sir John Pirie, Lord Mayor of LonCbn .
The anchor was lost, and recovered, at Aldinga.
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Heritage Value
Historical
Social and Cultural
Creat 1ve and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aborigina l

Comm ents :

The J ohn Pirie arrived in South Australia, carrying
emigrants, in 1836. On January 9, 1846, it sailed from
Adelaide to ferry sheep a cross the north of Spencer Gulf,
from Samuel's Creek (after Samuel Germein, or Samuel Will~
a Port Pirie publican-to-be) on the east to Port Lincoln
on the west. This was the first use of the creek as a por
so t he cr eek was renamed Port Pirie by Governor Robe, afte
the schooner . Port Pirie was initially developed with wool
s heds and pe r s onnel to facilitate future trade in sheep
from the properties at Booyoolee, Crystal Brook and
Beetaloo.
The J ohn Pirie was wrecked in Bass Strait in 1850.

Retain

Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Reluctant Harbour
PP Sketchbook
R.J.R. Donley 'The Rise of Port Pirie '
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OLD HOSPITAL BUILDING
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Hospital complex, off Alexander Street

no.

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Add itions

A cottage hospital at Port Pirie was opened in 1891,
although fund-raising had been carried out since 1878,
its first matron being Mrs Prudence Wilson. By 1903 it
was so crowded that convalescents were ·eating in the
operating theatre. By 1907 it consisted of a group of
one-storied buildings connected by verandahs and covered
ways, providing about 40 beds. The staff consisted of
12 full time folk, treating 300 patients at the hospital
with 1600 out patients. The hospital was important to
the town due to work-associated casualties. Its importance and scale are somewhat broader now, and most of the
early structures have been replaced.
This little verandahed building still remains. It is
used as a temporary Physiotherapy Department, but looks
a little run down.

1
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value

The value of the building is largely historical, since
it cannot contribute to the street being virtually
surrounded by larger, newer buildings. Nevertheless
it does offer some v~l relief within the hospital
complex .

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Pholn b!i

Comments :

a.

1907 Cyclopedia

A . Ball.

Retain and upgrade

Current situation
Under threat
Recommend at ions

Information

Sources

Compiler and date

Reluctant Harbour
Cyclopedia of S.A .
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Name
Type :

FEDERAL HOTEL
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

The Terrace, facing east down Alexander Street, Port Pirie.

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Originally called the Rising Sun Hotel (since it faced east),
it was built in 1898 on reclaimed land over a tributary
of Dead Horse Creek. This prominent .two-storey hotel has
a roof top observatory. The licensees had to install pumps
in the cellars to keep them dry, and the inadequate
foun9ations have since given the verandah a disconcerting,
nautical, bow.

Additions

The hotel, renamed to commemorate Federation, was largely
a working man's pub, but was also frequented by a group
of metalurgists and technicians, led by Dr. Williams.
Their drinking area became known as Rabbits' Corner.
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Endorsements

None

Heritage Value
Historical
Socia l and Cultural
Creat1ve and Technical
Aesthetic

This building is visually prominent, nicely closing off
Alexander Street. It should be retained because of t he
past and present importance of hotels to Port Pirie,
and because of its architectural and townscape value.

Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :

Perhaps needs structural attention.
Cur rent si tuation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information

Sources

Compiler and date

PP Sketchbook
Reluctant Harbour

Retain.
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HOTEL RISDON
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Moppett Road, Port Pirie West.

no.

1

Owner :
Address
Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Additions

The original hotel was remodelled prior to the Second
World War, and is no longer architecturally recognisable .
It was first called the Pilot Boat Hotel, which name was
changed to the West Surburban Hotel, ·and then the Hotel
Risdon.
The Pilot Boat Hotel was opened in November 1877 to serve
a rapidly growing 'suburb ', and mariners wanting to get
away from the waterfront. The architect wasT . Burgoyne
of Port Augusta, the owner-licensee was W.O . Evans. The
stone used came from Point Lowly and Port Augusta . An
observatory "capable of holding 100 persons" was on the
roof, and a 136,400 litre underground water tank was in the
yard.
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None

Heritage Value

Historical
Social and Cultural
Creative and Technical
Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Since the building no longer resembles the original
its architectural value is doubtful. Nevertheles~
the hotel has a co lourful past. Facing increasing
waterfront competition, the Pilot Boat ran a 'cab'
service, bringing sailors from the Port to the Hotel
and returning them - often insensibly drunk - to the ' whar

Comments :
Cur rent si tuation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources
Reluctant Harbour

Compiler and date
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LEALHOME
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

Risdon Old Folk's Home
cnr Kingston & Senate Road, Risdon, Port Pirie

Name:

no.

1

Owner :
Address
Physical description

Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Additions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

The house was built in 1876 for the large family of
Thomas V. Scrutton, of the firm Brown Wood & Scrutton
(previously Brown & Wood). He called it 'Lealholme' and,
being some distance south west of the ·town at the time,
it was described as a 'villa residence in the scrub'.
Brown, Wood & Scrutton sold to H.A. & W. Goode in 1878,
but Scrutton stayed as a 'produce, land, loan, commission
and confidential agent'. The house changed hands in
1884, being bought by Fred Grey, the Mayor of Port Pirie '
on two occasions, and B.H.P's agent in the town until 1888.
Grey kept monkeys on long chains , in the large garden.
With their red jackets, they became an object of family
Sunday walks. He also staged Fancy Dress Balls for
children while mayor the second time, and \-.'as renowned
for his generosity to children generally.
The house is now the centre of a Home for the Aged and is
hidden by the surrounding buildings. It is, presumably,
in good condition, although altered.
The house was originally on 1. 9 hectares of land.
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Heritage Value
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Creative and Technical

Lealholme was the first ' gracious ' dwelling at Port
Pirie, but is more significant through it's association
with Fred Grey.

Aesthetic
Site integrity
Natural
Aboriginal

Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Information Sources

Compiler and date

Like the old hospital building, this mode st old Colonial
structure is hemmed in by unsympathetic , more recent
buildings . Alter ed and integrated as it is , there is
nothin~ that can be done to restore Lealholme to its
former elegance .

Nancy Robinson "Reluctant Harbour" 1976
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Type :

OZONE THEATRE
Building

Location
Legal and Physical

113 Ellen Street, east side between Norman and Alexander St.

Owner :
Address

Corporation of Port Pirie

Physical description
Date built
Designer and Builder
Owners and Uses
Materials
Details
Style and Features
Alterations and Add itions
Plan and Form
Condition
Illustrations

Built in 1914 as the Alhambra, it was taken over by the
Ozone groups in 1917, to be operated as a motion picture
cinema. The architect was Firmine-Jenkins.
Design emphasis was, as usual, given to the sandstone
facade which is in an ·early eclectic theatrical vogue.
Emphasis was given to the central theatre-component in
a number of ways. It was higher, more ornate, and the
verandah of the side- shops became a balcony with artdeco railing and tapering rectangular columnar supports.
Glazing to the first floor windows of this central section
incorporated a fan-motif. A third level was created using
decorative stucco panels in lieu of windows. The theatre
component was surmounted by an entablature, pediment and
balustrade, peaked by an ornate acroterion in an effort
to conceal the roof gable behind.
The side and rear elevations were not generally visible,
and were functionally derived, executed in brick. The
pairs of shops flanking the cinema were in the Victorian
mode, with doors recessed in splayed bays, and cast-iron
verandah posts with lace infill .
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Comments :
Current situation
Under threat
Recommendations

Now demolished, this building was important as one of
the State's earliest extant movie-theatres .

Should have been the subject of a detailed feasibility
study aimed at restoration and redevelopment. Consideration should be given to the collection of photograph
and other evidence to provide a permanent record of thi .
building. This collection of information could be exte:
ed to include the Barrier Hotel, also now demolished .

Information Sources
National Trust of S.A. (Port Pirie Branch)

Compiler and date
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